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UNH will face revenue
shortfal ls due partly to
clerical error in budget
By Bob Durling
Staff Reporter
UNH is facing unexpected
expenditures and revenue
shortfalls for fiscal year 1991
totallingalmost$1.l million, with
$246,000 of those expenditures
due to a clerical error made in the
budget, according to a report
prepared by the office of the
associate vice president for
finance.
The $1.1 million must be
made up before the start of the
next fiscal year, and it hasn't been
determined yet where that
money will come from.
According to Fred Schnur,
associate vice president for finance, $350,000 of the $1.1 million is tuition revenue shortfall,
which is due to UNH having a
greater percentage of in-state
students this year than expected.
The rest of the money is unanticipated expenditures, which
includes $130,000 for repairs to
the outdoor pool, $58,260 for a
master planning study, and
$23,730 for the installation of a
fiber optic network in Stoke
administrative offices.
The unanticipated expenditures also include $192,000 for
utilities and $96,582forincreased
liability insurance costs. However, these numbers are projections for the whole year based on
estimates as of Oct. 31, said
Schnur, and are subject to change

throughout the year.
Schnur said that right now a
tuition increase is not an option to
look at to deal with the problem,
with which Student Body President Brian McCabe agrees.
"There's no way we should even
consider a tuition increase or development of new fees," said
McCabe.
Specific sources from which
to raise the money needed have
not been identified. "We have no
game plan" at the moment, said
Schnur. "We have to go back and
see where thert' s room to cut
which programs are affected the
least. We're not going to arbitrarily cut anything."
He said that areas where
spending can be avoided, rather
than programs being cut, will be
looked at as ways of dealing with
the situation. It is possible that the
fiber optics system and the pool
renovations could be excised from
the budget to save money, but the
University is committed to the
master plan, said Schnur.
It's important that the expenditures were identified so soon,
said Schnur. "Doing it early gives
us the opportunity to look at areas
we can curtail to make things work
out," he said.
McCabeagreed. "Atleastthey
came forward early on this," he
said. "That gives us extra time to
work on solutions."
A specific plan for dealing

with the problem will be drawn
up in the next month or so, said
Schnur.
Schnur said the clerical error
involved two numbers being reversed in figures showing UNH' s
income. Thus, when the budget
was drawn up for FY 1991, plan- .
ners thought they had $360,000
extra to spend. That money was
budgeted, and then the error was
detected. $113,780 of that money
was made up by lower-than-expected costs in computing services from USNH, which left an
unfunded deficit of $246,220.
Schnur said of the error,
"Until humans are out of the picture, those things happen. Ne
excuses, no reason why it happened. It just did."
The increased utilities costs
are due to Iraq's invasion of
Ku wait and the subsequent increase in the cost of heating oil,
which UNH uses to heat its dorms
and academic buildings, said
Schnur. Each year's budget provides for an increase in the cost of
utilities, to be able to cope with
gradual rises in price. But the
current surge in utilities costs
couldn't have been anticipated,
said Schnur. "Nobody knew war
would break out," he said.
The first 5 percent of an increase in energy costs above that
budgeted is paid for by UNH.
Anything beyond that is split
please see BUDGET page 9

Diversity Speak Out calls for
commitme nt to increase cultural
awareness , diversity on campus

UNH student Thami Giyose at Speak Out

(Ben Frazier photo)

By Michael Clark and
Deanna Dumam
News Reporters
"It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see the world out there is
different then the world in here, "
said UNH President. Dale
Nitzschke, as he looked out over
the audience at yesterday's Diversity Speak Out.
The speak out, organized by
The Students of America and the
World Organization, drew a
crowd of nearly 200 to the MUB' s
Strafford Room.
Frustration over UNH's low
minority numbers and ideas for a
more diverse community were
coupled with demands for an increased commitment on diversity
from UNH's administration.
"UNH is a boiling pot of racial tensions," said Thami Giyose,
a black UNH student from South
Africa. He said every "non 7white
student is accosted with racial

incidents." Giyose said he has to
prove himself and fight racial
stereotypes every day.
In order to fight the stereotypes, students must demand a
curriculum that will increase students' awareness of one another,
said Giyose.
Dan Gates, chairman of the
African American Alliance, said
"middle-class, Caucasian culture"
is the only culture taught at UNH,
citing that UNH has only three
black professors and no African
American studies programs.
Kim Varney, student senator,
said Student Senate approved a
new diversity General education
requirement and it is now in the
hands of the Academic senate.
According to a Students of
America and the World spokesperson, this year there are 9,562
bachelor degree candidates enrolled at the University of New
Hampshire. Of these, there are 14

American Indians, 34 AfricanAmericans, 73 Asians, 46 Hispanics, and 73 non-resident aliens, and
8,927 white Caucasians.
"If the cam pus is to change,
it will be because everyone believes in its (diversity) importance," said Nitzschke.
Nitzschke said diversity is
important because graduating
students are "not prepared to go
forward" and face diversity away
from UNH.
"In some cities, the minorities are majorities," said Nitzschke.
He challenged students to be involved, and stay involved in diversification.
The administration could not
mandate a change by itself,said
Nitzschke, but said that it needs
support from students and the
entire community.
One student asked Nitzschke
please see FORUM page 9
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Old greenhouse·gets some new light
By Ed Puffer
News Reporter
When Chris
Rose moved into
Woodruff
House, he was
looking forward ·
to using the
dorm's greenhouse,
but
learned that it
has not worked
for seven years.
Instead of
getting angry,
Rose took over the renovation project begun last year to get
the greenhouse working again. Rose, a freshman, now says
that the project will be completed with ten to twenty more
hours of labor.
According to records on file at Woodruff House, the
greenhouse was built in 1976, and for several years it was
used by many Woodruff residents. But by the early 1980s,
there was a drop in interest and the greenhouse fell into
disrepair.
Interest in renovating the greenhouse emerged last
spring, according to Co-President J.C. Weber, a sophomore
who led the early stages of the renovation project.
Weber said the first part of the project was to take out
all the old dirt which had been badly baked by the heat of
the greenhouse. "We ended up shovelling out three feet of
dust," he said. "We started digging and we found steps!"
At that point, Weber and the renovation crew figured
out from the original plans that this was a work area with
tables rather than a garden plot. They decided to renovate
the greenhouse according to the old plans, so they put in
gravel floor to retain heat, built tables and put them in the

area opened from shovelling.
When the students returned in the fall, the idea of
renovating the greenhouse sparked the interest of Chris
Rose a freshman new to Woodruff House. He got interested in the greenhouse as soon as he came to school and
soon took charge of the renovation project.
After working on the project for two months this
semester, the last parts of the renovation project will involve renovating the structure and putting in new insulation, according to Rose. Rose said, "A couple of the walls
have to be replaced because they're rotting out."
Rose said that the greenhouse also needs weatherstripping and recaulking, which will keep heat from escaping when the greenhouse is in operation.
Although the greenhouse will be in working condition soon, the renovation crew is not sure how well it will
work because it has been several years since plants have

Democrats
Gain Seats

Mail-Bomber
Charged

Obscene U. President
Gets $1 Million

Washington- The recent midterm election has resulted
in a new governing party in 14 states and a stronger
Democratic majority in Congress. The Democrats picking up one Senate seat and eight seats in the House of
Representatives is a bad sign for Republican party
hopes of continuing the Reagan legacy. While Democrats were able to win the governorships of Florida and
Texas, the Republicans held onto politically powerful
California and snatched Ohio, Michigan and Massachu~s from the Democrats. Governors: 28 Democrat,
19 Republican, 2-Independent. Senate: 56 Dem., 44 Rep.
House: 267 Dem., 167 Rep., 1 other. A runoff election is
required in Arizona for Governor.

Washington - The Government charged a Georgia man
with murder committed by mail bombings that killed a
Federal appeals judge in Alabama and a civil rights lawyer
in Georgia, after 11-months of investigation. Walter Leroy
Moody Jr. has lead an 18-year campaignagainstthe Federal
courts as the result of a 1972 conviction for possession of a
pipe bomb. Moody's charges were filed in a 70-count
indictment returned by a Federal court jury. Moody was
already in Federal custody for perjury, bribery and obstruction of justice when the charges were filed. The imprisonment related to his efforts to have his 1972 conviction
overturned.

Washington -The trustees of American University have
offered a settlement of more than $1 million to former
school president Richard Berendzen. Six months ago, he
resigned after being accused of making obscene phone
calls from his campus office. The money will come from
the$100 million 1990 school budget. Berendzen said that
he resigned be~ause he was under investigation for obscene phone calls made to Susan Allen. Berendzen called
Allen, who had placed a newspaper advertisement for
home child care, and told of fantasies of sexual relations
with children. The call v 1as traced to his campus office by
police. Berendzen pleaded guilty to two misdemeanor
charges.

AIDS Research and
Treatment Changes

Universal Fire
Claims Sets

Changes in thewaypotentialAIDStreatments are tested
have been called by a coalition of 22 of the world's
leading statisticians. The coalition outlined, in the current New England Journal of Medicine, detailed means
of receiving answers more quickly when testing AIDS
drugs, while also making studies scientifically precise
and attractive to patients. The group recommended that
once drugs have undergone intense scientific study,·
large scale testing should be conducted on anyone who
volunteers. Studies are recommended to be conducted
using simple questions, rather than the complex questions now used that require mounds of paper work.

Los Angeles -A fire Tuesday night destroyed four acres of
sets at Universal Studios in Los Angeles. A studio guard
was arrested and charged with arson on Wednesday. 40year-old Michael J. Huston was on duty Tuesday night. He
is being held on, $1 million bail a month after he began
working for Universal Studios. The fire claimed areas
known as New York Street and Courthouse Square, but
Universal's permanent sound stages were not destroyed.
Firefighters concentrated their efforts on protecting a vault
which contains master prints for hundreds of films made
by Universal.

"We don't know how
plants will react with
this structure,"
Chris Rose, Woodruff House
been grown there. "We don't know how plants will react
with this structure," Rose said.
Rose hopes that the residents will get used to how the
greenhouse functions because that wiU make it easier to do
larger and more long-term projects. "When we get a pattern going, it's going to be really easy," Rose said.
According to Rose, the greenhouse was built with
UNH funds, but his renovation project is being paid for by

Woodruff House. Rose expects that the renovation crew
may have to give some of their own money before the
project is done.
The original greenhouse also had an aquaculture system, capable of raising fish. Rose said that putting the
aquaculture system back into operation will be a long-term
project that will be started next semester.
Rose said if renovating the aquaculture system is too
difficult, they are considering installing a hydroponic system in that space. Hydroponics is the growing of plants in
a nutrient solution, using a system that recycles all unused
nutrients back into the food supply.
Rose said the funding for the greenhouse renovation is
coming from Woodruff dorm dues, and eventually some
will come from the residents working on the project. According to Rose, Woodruff got funding from UNH when
they built the greenhouse and when they needed more
equipment, like heating units.
Rose said those Woodruff residents were invloved in
many other environmental activities. He said that there
used to be a windmill, which supplied energy to aerate the
aquaculture tank. There also are solar panels, which have
not worked for several years, but several new residents are
interested in getting them working again. Rose said that
residents also held instruction programs for children in the
Forest Park apartments and for students at Oyster River
Junior High School.
·
Rose hopes that the renovation of the greenhouse will
bring more positive aciton like Woodruff's activities ten
years ago. The first major project Rose is planning is to have
100 to 300 tree seedlings planted in the greenhouse over the
winter that will be trasplanted to outdoor locations in the
late spring. Some will be planted on campus, but Rose said
many will be planted elsewhere because. "We want to pick
the best spots so they can grow to maturity."

Freight Train
Collision
San Bernadino, Calif. -Ahead-on collision between two
freight trains killed four persons Wednesday. Two engines and six cars were derailed in the accident, according to a Sante Fe Railroad spokesperson. The spokesperson added that in addition to the four deaths, two persons aboard the trains were seriously injured. All six
persons were railroad employees. According to the
spokesperson, one of the trains was hauling tanks of
liquid propane gas, but there was no danger of explosion.
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. when '. much : mor~ . ~·i;npq,.-ta,Ilt_:,::,///;~\Senior Laurie Ann Arruda
. things are needed<:·:_·,_ .:/•.::.·:·:-\>_::,·.;·t\~ai,{'1 Ithinkthatiftheschoollooks
"Ithinldhat:t~·e re -aj-e·, mor'e'/(~Ai?er-, more people. will come
effective ways of b~n.,e.f:iting·, ih_e /\p~re:''
student body .t ha~dand·scap.irig,'~' ~: :~:._; .\ Other students complained
said Chris Libby; a sen'ior.Ei.igli~h <·> ~~~~.:the pool is open in the sum·. . · · ·. .\·:> ~ ... : :-.~ ·;._ ·•·:~:i.~~:rf•when mostly Durham resimajor.
UNHjuilior Bryan:.·:~Pvill·:'}.;4¢ht~-use it.
said ~'IHhe ~~~eyi;fro~:aiti,m rt(:\_'{)>/\i,It' s not fair, students barely
alumni should :sily Wher~ ifgo~~{.\/~~¢.~:useit," said Raeann Cossette,
t}'.ie ~-~tident~/}°}l)~ifu History major.
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the sh.idertts_ shouid::s ay'where:i(; (,::,'.·;,\_ "It's a public relations issue
goes.u·... · .· · . ·_ ' . ·· ....:. >" . )-,:}<?:t?~~~n UNH and the town of
M~r~li~~-·. ~o-1 1nya\4;i\/b.:µfham and the Oyster River
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is the renovation·of the ~~i4oQr -~it~;)
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News Reporter
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According to Durham Police, Baipfor~ ·: he,lieved iri hef .inn~
. · VecC.h1one·ren.imed Wednescharges against Lisa Vecchione, a c~nce;"_~~-~li_eved· her: then and
UNH graduate teaching intern at bel!~e::i:r:lh~r -100 per.~ent·n<?W-" . _day ;Jo h~r -Jntern :. .p.~sition at
Newmarket's Elementary School.
; . ·:. Aft~r Bamfc;>rd approached
Newmarket Elementary School
were dropped late last week, and the_, [?iirham P~lice,-:they'agreed . . .· llf'm vecy happyt:o ·b e back in
tlte sch901/' she said. '1'eoplethere
she has been reinstated at her for- to)ookiritcHhepossibilityof ciropa:r;e peing very nice, they all welping,· charges: "They were very
mer position.
·corned: me back." . .J,
As reported in the October 26 reasonable in their approach.
, . · ·. t:hen.Ming ·Mal.<:is.still being
issue of The New Hampshire, Vee- Theyagr~<fto_acc9mpanymeto
held. on ca$h bail/arid,twill be atchione,28, was arrested along with see. t]:le'Newtnarket Elementary
Chen Ming Mak, 28, on October 16 Sch~ol. pri_ndpal, ·who /required · .. tendirif.~. ptobafi~n ~daring next
in Newmarket for allegedly forg- proqf -~Dat tn,~re ,\Vas·: no ~oral : . "\7eek: Hlhad beep. ori:!·p robation
· .whi:?n-'atrested 0clob.er 12.
ing stolen checks at Martin's Food culpability/' .saicl·Bairford. ..
·;Ed O'Connor, the principal . . :_ M~~is.notall~~f~ to appear
Center. She was supposed to
·atNewrnarke.tElem~ntarySchool.
appear in court on November 27. ofN~wD.1arket;:E 1~~entacy~hool
the· ... A~'c<>rq.in.g to ·Bairif'o,rd, Mak
Captain Mike Golding of the said/'l wanted to make
Durham Police Department said cha,r.ges .~ire dropped,. not be- . ·signed)maffidavita.g t,e eingnotto
that after further investigation of . caus~=sJ:te:w~s_testifying, ~nd they . . leav~·th~·prison facµfry until Vecchippe.· ·,forie .with·":}1er internthe case it was believed that Vec- prov~ .to- ~y·~atisf~ctfont, ,
..
·J;oconvinc~ CY.Conn..0.r, V~- . ship; .
chione "did not possess the re. · '.:Sam.ford was -very happy
quired criminal inte;nt when she chiope:su~J~ssfoily underwent a'
passed the checks to constitute the polygraph.fest. '(She was-exo.ner:- · · · with the .outcome and the return
ated·/ ~:&.mfurd said. "Shedid not . of-his cli:e ~es g;od standing.
forgery."
The Durham Police came to know·the'checks were stolen!' ·. ··.·,,Everyone couldn't have been
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Charles Si'fu.iC.· tO :; release
new collection of poetry
.•

By Pete Welburn

Charles Siniic between lines

.(Brio~ Kinne photo) ,

News Reporter
As UNH professor Charles
Simic' s new collection of poems
nears release this month, the University of New Hampshire library
still doesn't have a copy of his last
work, "The World Doesn't End,"
that won Simic the Pulitzer Prize
for Poetry in 1990.
"I guess they are really
broke," Simic joked in reaction to
the news.
Simic' s editor Drenka Willen
was shocked when she heard the
UNH's library didn't have the
Pulitzer winning work.
"It's amazing," Willen said.
"Libraries usually order books

.

•'•

particularlybyit's·.aut~ofs. I si~::-. · tweert the libi'?,ry and UNH's au··
·
ply do not understand Ji.'~ · · · '. thors.,,:.
'·' 'fhe new bookl "The Book of
Libraries in Portsmouth,
Newmarket and. at Oys~er Riv~r . Gods and Devils'~, contains 49 of
High Schoolall have copies ..Ruth . ·Simk's latest poems, and covers a
Katz, University librarian, was also . . wide range of subjects. Statues,
shocked to discover that the Ji;. . bird·a1ges;soldiers,godsandNew
Hampshire's woods are just a
brary did·not have a copy.
"Oh, boy," Katz sa.id. "It' m.unber.of images Simic creates.
Simic is ·m odest about windidn't show that it was on order. I
ning the Pulitzer~ and claims that
have a personal copy myself."
it does not change his inspiration;
Katz added that she was
writing poetry is in his blood.
pretty sure that the book was in
'~It is nice to have, but it did
the cataloging department, but
admitted that this was not the first · notmakeamajordifferenceinmy
life," Simic,said.
time that something like this had
· Many of the poems were inhappened. The lib.r ary is-trying to
spired ·by his memories of the
update its-· collection department
and improve·communication ~
ple'ase see SIMIC page 14
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.E gypt _Said ''Delay War'' Iran in Wake of Quake
Cairo - Egypt's president, Hosni Mubarak, said
Wednesday that the multi-national forces gathered in
the Persian Gulf should wait "at least two to three more
months" to allow adequate time for the economic sanctions to drive Iraq out of occupied Kuwait. President
Mubarak said that if the Iraqi troops are not withdrawn,
war was inevitable. The president added that in the
event of war, President Saddam Hussein would face
"the greatest concentration of military force I have ever
seen in this area." The Egyptian president's statements ·
are consistent with the views expressed by Saudi officials and the aides to the Secretary of State.

India's Cabinet Falls
New Dehli-A confidence vote collapsed the 11month-old Government of Prime Minister V. P. Singh on
Wedn~sdar night, prompting Mr. Singh's resignation ..
The mmonty government failed its parliamentary test
after a Hindu-Muslim dispute over a northern Indian
mosque. Talks were reported to have begun yesterday
on the formation of a new government. President
Ra~aswami V~nkataraman will consider three major
options: to ask another parliamentary group to establish
a government, to call for new elections, or to form a ·
· c_oalition government supported by all parties; the least
likely of the options. Mr. Venkataraman has made no
indication as to which plan will be selected.

Nicosia, Cyprus - In response to a powerful
earthquake, search and relief aid teams went to southern Iran where at least 22 are reported dead and 12,000
homeless. A Teheran radio reported that most of the
victims were children who were sleeping when the
earthquake occurred. Iran's ailing relief agencies are
s~ill workin~ on the aftermath of a June earthquake that
killed an estimate 50,000 people. The magnitude of the
earthquake registered 7.0 on the Richter scale, according to the U.S. Geological Survey. Iran's Geophysics
Center of Teheran University said it measured 6.6.

U.S. to Reduce
Philippine Military
Base
Manila -The United States will begin to reduce
.
its troop strength and withdraw fighter planes from the
Philippines during the next year. The Philippines has
said that fighter aircraft and combat troops have to be
removed by September 1991. The U.S. plans to pull its
largest unit, the Third Tactical Fighter Wing, from
Clark Air Base. The American Embassy said that the
U.S. decided not to station F-15E aircraft at Clark Air
Base, and will instead base the squadron in Alaska.
"The net effect of this decision is that at some point in
1991, the United States will have no fighter aircraft
permanently based in the Philippines and that more
than 1,800 U.S. military personnel will have departed "
'
.
said a embassy statement.

Pakistan to I~crease
Nuclear Develop~ent
Islamabad, Pakistan- Pakistan's new Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif said that he would accelerate the
n~tion' s nuclear energy program to reduce the country's
011 dependency and meet industry demand. Prime
~inister Nawaz said that he was "against the destructive use of atomic power," ·and that' the development
efforts would be strictly devoted to peaceful applications of nuclear energy. These statements came after
United States President George Bush suspended $700
million in aid to Pakistan and refused to certify to
Congress that Pakistap was not developing nuclear
arms on Oct. 1.

Militias Forced to
Leave Beirut
Beirut, Lebanon - Satur~ay has been designated
by the Lebanese Government as ·the_date that militia
disarming in and around the capit~ will begin. The
Government also decideq t~ build a new presidential
headquarters on the ruins of a, once-famous Beirut race
track. The Cabinet issued a statement demand the ·
withdrawal of all militia by .N ov. _19 ..The Lebanese
Army is moving in to.Beirut to ~nforcement the mandate. The Cabinet instructed the army to "never be
merciful with violations." ..

If you misSed our last Com0dy.Night

Don't be sad

■■■

SCOPE Presents
another

Comedy Night:
Wednesday, November 14th
9 p.m. -- Mub Pub ..
$2 Students $5 Non-student~
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Upcoming UNH Events

Friday, ·N ovenibe r 9
NH Outing Club Ski Sale - New and used ski equipment, clothing. Granite State Room, MUB, 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. The sale continues through Saturday, Spm ..
Concert - "Buy a Mountain Benefit," featuring Stewed Tomatoes and. The Weebles. Sponsored by
GAIA. (to benefit The Nature Conservancy). MUB Pub, 7 p.m., $3.
Men's Hockey - vs. Alabama. at Manchester, 7 p.m.
University Theater Production - ''The Trial." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday.

Saturda y, Novem ber 10
Men's and Women's Swimming - vs. Northeastern. Field House;, 1 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey - vs. Alabama-Huntsville, Snively Arena~ 7 p.m.
SHARPP Director

Jane Stapleton

(Ben Frazier photo)

SHAR PP · advo cates
addr ess _issue of
rape q.~-- _ Camp us
ByJulie Enos
advisingonsexu alharassmentbu t
J.'1ews Rep_o_rter
. _ ..:.' . _ · alsoproblemsinc ludingincestand
SHARPP- (Sexu~l:: I:-Ia.rass- sexual child abuse. "The Univerment and Rape Preventjon Pro- .sity is becoming aware that there
gram) advocat~s _w ere, :c;Hsap- •-· are a need for these programs,"
pointed at the smai'l turnout for said Silveira.
their program o_rgan_i_z ed · for
According to Silveira and
"Safety Awai:eness," that ·took · •_Marandett, SHARPP advocates are
place Nov. 6 in rqom 208 in required to have 40 hours of trainMcCo~nell.
. '· · . ·in·g to become certified. With their
Not one person showed up certificate,theya reentitledtospeak
for Tuesday nights meetings iri withvictimsandb eprotectedfrom
which the advocates were ~c:>ing the confidentiality laws which
to "speak out about their pro- require people to report such
gram and address the is~ue of crimes. During their training, they
rape on campus/' as was stated learn theroleofall people involved
on the hundreds of flyers pinned in the situation including not only
up around campus.
the victim but also the police, at"It's a shame that not one torney~ and the victim's parents.
person came to this .meeting,"
"As advocates, wetryandhelp
said Tammy Smith, a meinber of (victims) make decisions forthemthe Student Senate which spon- selves. We are like a huge resource
sored the meeting. "All we can for the victim," said Silveira. "We
do is advertise. We certainly can't - try not to think of them as victims,
push people here.'~ _
. .
but survivors."
According to Heidi Silveira,
Silveira said, "People al ways
a SHARPP advocate, the pur-' seem to refer to UNH as the 'place
pose of the meeting was to in- where all the rapes happen.' The
crease the awareness on campus reason is that we have an organiof sexual harassment. ,;It seems zation that victims can come to.
that people always have some- This gives us the statistics. Other
thing better to do lfritil (rape) · colleges and universities don't
occurs to them or one of ·their have this kind of progr,am and it's
· mends," said :Sily~ira.
_
not likely that a victim is going to
Smith said, _'1f the assaults run-and tell the school's president
were more publicized, pe<>ple _that they have been raped."
would be worryirtg mor~_:Th_ey·
.. '1/ictims who seek support
would be more concerned Jor . ·. from -SHARP are kept completely
what's going on around .then("
confidential unless they are under
The advocates bro,ught up · the age of 18, according to Maran. several incidents_inciudi~g the · dett . ..
incident at Phi Kappa.Theta in
Silveira said, "People are
December of 1988, a gang rape in wanti~g to do more and more with
Stoke Hall in 1986, and the -rriost SHARPP. Before, the University
recent incident involving a UNH didn't have anything to address
basketball· player. "Rape does the issue of rape, and now people
happenatUNH.P eoplejustseem have a place they can turn to for
to have a notion that they don't support."
need to think about it until it
As·a result of the turnout, Silhappens to them," said Lynn veira said, "I only wish people
Marandett,aSHA RPPadvocate. would realize how big of an issue
SHARPPwasorganized last (rape and sexual harassment) is.
year beginning with one partici- Rape is occurring on campus and
pant and expanding to not only students are either unaware or
unconcerned."

Masked Ball - Learn medieval dances, wear a medieval 'style costume if you have one, but it's not
required. Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 to midnight, students $1, general $2.
Student Skating Party- Bring your o:wn skates. Music played by a D.J. Refreshments at concession
stand. Snively Arena, 10 p.m. to midnight. Admission: 's tudent ID.
·

Sunday • Novem ber ·l _l Seacoast NHMTA Recital - Bratton Recital Hall, Pa~_~rts; 3 p.m.

Monday , Novem ber.-:1 2
Veterans Day observed - No classes.
Russian Film Series - "Mirror." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 4:30-p.m.,-$L
Fall Performance - Fully-staged readings of "Fortzo's Revenge,'~ a. new script by George Elder.
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
·
·
· ·
·

Tuesda y, Novem ber 13·
Russian Film Series - "Mirror." Richa_rds A,µditorium, Murkland, 7.p.in., $1 donation.
UNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble - with UNH Jazz Combo. Strafford Room, Ml.JB; 8 p;m.

Fall Performance - Fully-staged readings· of "Fonzo's Revenge," by George Elder. Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
Censorship Debate - Henry Rollins, vocalist for Black Flag anc;i Rollins Bard, and Jack Thompson,
crusader against 2 Live Crew. Sponsored by MUSO. Granite State Room, MUB~ 8 P:Jll., free for students
with ID, general $2.

Wednes day, Novem ber 14
University Theater Production - ''The Tri~." Johnsori,Theater, 10:30 a.m. arid 7 p.m.
Traditional Shaker Dinner-Jeffrey Paige, executive chef, Shaker Village in Canterbury. Huddleston
Dining Hall 4:30-7:30 p.m.; Stillings and Philbrook, 4:15-6:15 p.m; Non-students $8.50. Info~ation: 862-

~~-

.

Concert - Steelbands in Concert! The UNH Panik Steel Band opening for the Atlantic Clarion Steel
Band. Richardson Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.n;i., free.
·-

Thursda:1;,_,November 15 .
Women's Networking Breakfast - "Creating a Womet1.'s Vision for UNH/~ Granite State Room,
MUB, 8-9:30 a.m. Information: Women's Commissiori.
·
Psychology Colloquium- ''Retrieval ofText..basedConcepts: The Role of Additional Information,"
Jason Albrecht, Psychology, UNH. Room 101, ~onant, 3:4Sp.m.
·
·
MUSO Film - "Dick Tracy." Strafford Room, MUB~ 5, 7:30 and 10 p.~., s~udents_$1, general $2.
Readings - "Works of German author/ playwright~ ~rtolt_Brecht and Heiner Muller." Art Gallery,
Paul Arts Center, 7 p.m.
University Theater Production - ''The Trial," Johnson theater, 7 p.m.
Friends of Library Meeting- Judson Hale, Yankee Magazine Editor will speak Alumni Center, 7
p.m. Information: 862-2714, Bill Ross.
·
Faculty Concert Series -The Hampshire Consort with Capella Alamire, St.Joseph's Church, 150
Central Ave., Dover, NH, 8 p.m. Info: Music Dept. 862-2404. ·
.

.

To submit information stop in t_he MUB Ad_mini~tration. .·
Office, Room 322 for forms an.d details.·· .
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If yOu could eat ice cream with anj,~~e,,
dead or alive ' who would it be ancl<:Wfiat>
flavor?
.·

.

· ...

.·.

.

.-

"I'd like to eat bubble gum
strawberry with Andrea Tomlinson.
I hear she's a really nice person but
I've only seen her once or twice."

Isabell Pedraza
Biochemistry
Senior

. Steve Daigle.··_>;-_·.·· .
. .
.
. English
Jiinior-.

...
Pistaschio ice
would like th
plain ones."

Claude Caswell
English
Graduate

"...Leonardo Da Vind and Neopolitan
·, ·
ice cream. No ;'l~e~fion."

"I'd eat with Martin Luther King Jr.
The ice cream would be strawberry
because it's my favorite."

' ...
..•
. ~·....

.'

"I guess Woody Allen. It would be
interesting to see what kind of ice
cream he'd have. Then I would ask
him out on a date. Oh, but he's
married."
Christina Oltmer
French
Senior

Sue Perry
Communications

Senior

.-·:,·

·.: .\~_.:<.
"Walt Disney! What w9uld I eat with
Walt? Peppermint Stick! Yea!.!"

"I'd eat with Jesus. He's. ·.a :radical
man. He practiced what he taught•.
·
· ··
Vanilla, I guess?''
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NOTICES f
ACADEMIC
JUNIOR YEAR IN FRANCE: Informational meeting for students intersted in spending
their junior year in Dijon, France. (University of Burgundy), Wednesday, November 14,
Room 201, Murk.land, 3:15 pm.

ATHL ETIC S
SATURDAY AEROBIC SPECIAL: Step Aerobics provided by The Works Athletic Club.
Spaces limited. Registrations taken until day before class. Saturday, November 10, NH
Hall gym, 3 pm (and 4 pm if enough sign up for 2nd class). $5. Information: Rec Sports,
862-2031.
SATURDAY AEROBIC SPECIAL: Sponsored by Recreational Sports Dept. Guest instructor Steve Jenness will get your blood pumpin' in his rock 'n roll style aerobic class.
Saturday, November 17, NH Hall Gym, 11 am to noon, $3.

HEAL TH
Tuesday, November 13:
SAFER SEX Q & A: The bottom line on what is really safe.
Conference Room, Health Services, 1-2:30 pm.
HUMOR IS HEALTHY: Rm 3A Lounge, Williamson, 7 pm.

lVIEETINGS
WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH - OPEN MEETINGS: Sponsored by President's
Commission on the Status of Women. For anyone interested in planning &
implementing this Mar~h event. If unable to attend, call 862-1058 for an interest
form. Tuesdays, now until Thanksgiving, Rockingham Room, MUB, noon-1 pm.
COMMUNICAT ION ASSOCIATION MEETING: Meet other communic~tion
majors, plan for peer advising, guest speakers, field trips & other social events. If
interested. but unable to attend, see the sign-up sheet in the communication office
in Horton. Tuesday, November 13, Rm. 123, Horton 1 pm.
MEETING OF RED CROSS STUDENT BLOOD SERVICES: To discuss upcoming
blood drive. Meeting of students who are involved and others who wish.to come:
12 Dover Rd. Next to the foreign car lot in Gasoline Alley. Tuesday, N?vember 13,
7pm.

GENE RAL
"UP WITH PEOPLE" INTERVIEW DAY: "Up Whh People" is and in_ternational
performing group. Friday, November 9, Carroll Room, MUB, 11:30 am-3 pm.
WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Prayer, games, and fun. Meet new interesting
people who share in your beliefs. Sunday, November 11, Waysmeet Protestant
Student Center, 7 pm.

LIVING WITH AIDS: Congreve Hall, 7 pm.
BODY BEHAVIOR: Effects of alcohol. Scott Hall, 8:30 pm.
Wednesday, November 14:

WOMEN OF COLOR GATHERING: All women of color are welcomed to
informal monthly gathering. Drop in 12-2 pm, Bring your lunch. Tuesday,
November 13, Women's Commission Office, Batchelder House, Rosemary
Lane.

SILENT PIONEERS: Video on older gay Americans. Carroll Room,
MUB, noon-I pm.
LIQUOR & YOUR LOVE LIFE: Congreve Hall, 7 pm.

CHILD & FAMILY CENTER BAKE SALE: Quality homemade baked goods.
Proceeds to benefit the Child & Family Center. Friday, November 30, Grafton
Room, MUB, 9 am - 4 pm.

MASSAGE FOR COUPLES WORKSHOP: Preregister by calling.3823.
Conference Room, Health Services, 8 pm.
WOMEN'S HEALTH: Smith Hall, 8:30 pm.

FRENCH TABLE: Sponsored by Dept. of French & Italian. Bring lunch, beverages available. Mondays, Rm.102, Murkland, noon-I pm.

Thursday, November 15:
WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? Keynote address by Jay
Friedman of Planned Parenthood. Fonim Room, Dimond Library,
7pm.
MASSAGE: Woodruff House, 7 pm.

SCHOOL OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES LECTURER SERIES: "AIDS:
The War Is Lost," Larry Kramer - founder of ACT-UP, co-founder of Gay Men's
Health Crisis, playwright of ''The Normal Heart." Monday, November 19,
Johnson Theater, 8 pm. Tickets available MUB Ticket Office, FREE. Interpreted
for hearing impaired.

MALE/FEMALE INTERACTIONS: Video and discussion. Friday,
November 16, Carroll Room, MUB, 12-1 pm.

The following are held in Health Services:
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Resource Room 249, 12-1 pm.
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; call
3823 for an appointment.
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Room #222, noon-I pm.
AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to those "who have a desire to
stop drinking." Monday-Friday, Room #201A, noon-I pm.
FACULTY /STAFF SUPPORT GROUP FOR LESBIANS, GAY MEN &
BISEXUALS: Information: Call 862-3823. Tuesdays, Room #249,
4:30-5:30 pm.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays, Room #222, 6:30-7:30 pm.

Letth eUNH
Comm unity know !
Place a notic e in
The New Hamp shire
To submit information, stop in the MUB
Administration Office, Room 322 for forms and
deadlines
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RANDO M
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ByBlaise Masse
On The Spot
Editor

GIVE MEAN
ANSWE R,
DAMNIT!!!
These are the trial and tribulations of the roving photographer in search for an opinion who returns with an attitude. The
following are classic, chronic off the spot On The Spot answers.
''Yes, they did send troops over to Iraq. Yes, Iraq is in the
Middle East. Yes, your picture will be in the paper tomorrow. That's
right, tomorrow, right next to your name. Don't worry, your hair
looks fine. Smile!!"
"Newtaxes!?! What new taxes? They passed new taxes!?!"
"No. You're not going to take my picture."
I say, "Don't worry, it's painless."
"I haven't even showered yet."
Most often I get, "Well, that's a dumb question," or "That
one's boring," or "Can't you get a better one?"
Subjects p~st and future, On The Spot is not your graduation picture. Its a cheesy black and white in a newspaper. Everyone looks terrible. Heck, I can barely focus a camera. From now on
that's considered a poor excuse. Think of something better. Camera
shy is tolerable but lame.
Here's one for the book. I stand in front of McConnell Hall
as a large class is dismissed. I randomly attempt to ask my question
on the new government taxes only to be rejected with the same
comment- "I'm in a rush." What are they doing in WSBE?
Breeding type-A personalities to the point that they can't stop on
their stampede to the dining halls to answer a simple question?
These guys are supposed to be experts on this.
I have offered more than once for people to submit their
questions in TNH office but I've only received two. I'm sorry, but it's
a little out of season to be asking people what they're going to be
doing when they graduate. Critics say, "Why don't you ask people
real questions? Something dealing with politics." I did. Fifty people
said "no comment" and another 10 had no idea what was going on
in the Persian Gulf. The badgers then say, ''The question was too
complicated." In response I ask about the alce5hol policy, thinking
that it would be relevant to the campus community. "No comment"
was the battle cry from the fraternities. The other 10 still had no idea.
So much for representation. Peers then say, "It's old news," followed up by the familiar, '1t' s boring". Great! I asked it only two
days later but they may be right. So I succumb to the pressures of the
pop culture and print, "Why is your hair long?" A colleague then
says, 'What a dweeb question". O.K!! Before I throttle the next
bonehead, I ask all you Critics, Colleagues and So-Called Comrades- YOU GOT A BEITER ONE?!?!
Believe it or not, I like this job. I just had to vent a little
frustration. Next time you're greeted by a friendly but frazzled,
"Howdy, I'm from On The Spot and I was wondering ...." just
answer the question. A camera guy can only take so much.

Blaise Masse, despite all his random ravings,
is really a laid-back kind of guy who is given to
occasional rages. Each curl on his cherub-like head is
the result of nasty comments about his questions. We
all think they're just fine Blaise.

(Blaise Masse photo)

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house on Madbury Road.

Lamb da Chi Alph a
Wins Octo ber Awar d
put in scrapbooks and can be
shown to national and local
News Reporter
membe~s."
Lambda Chi Alpha fraSome of the goals that
that
award
an
received
ternity
Lambda had for Homecoming
spotlights their house for being
were to win the float competition,
the "Outstanding Greek House"
win the t-shirt competition, try to
for October.
obtain full participation in activiThe a ward was preties, and display to the alumni the
sented by the Commuter/Greek
undergraduate enthusicurrent
Affairs Council after distributing
asm.
applications to all fraternities and
In the award application,
sororities. The theme used by the
Lambda stated
council to judge
it was the first
that
each house was
national fraternity
"Outstanding
"The award boosts morale, brings the to establish assoParticipation in
members
Homecoming
brothers closer together and keeps up ciate
pledges.
of
instead
1990."
the general spirit of the house."
Lambda also
stated that this
Susanne Kuhl of
Joe Quigley, president of
annual road
year's
the Student SenAlpha
Chi
Lambda
money
raised
race
ate said the judgfor cystic fibrosising was based on
and that all parties
participation in
been BYOB for a
have
Lambda
at
with
helped
really
assistance
their
Home,c oming activities. Judges
Sanborn impleDean
before
year
n.
winningthecompetitio
Lambda
was
that
also used a questionnaire
He added thatthealumni mented his policies.
completed by all of the houses.
Another area that
The questionnaires highlighted were instrumental in winning. He
was its "great
highlighted
the
Lambda
of
many
planned
they
said
goals, positive community spirit,
with the
relationship
working
Lambda,
at
place
took
that
events
and enthusiasm.
Brian McCabe, student such as the general, non-alcoholic Catholic Student Center" which is
Lambda's neighbor. The members
body president and brother at barbecues and a BYOB party.
at
the fraternity clean the Center
of
treasurer
Quinn,
Tom
Lambda, said that winning the
Sunday night. They also
defievery
is
winning
that
said
Lambda,
It
fantastic.
award is "absolutely
really shows the positive aspects nitely going to be a big boost for invited members of the Center to
of the Greek system instead of the the fraternity. It is "something to participate in their Saturday
Homecoming activities.
negative."
Joe Quigley, president of
Lambda Chi Alpha, said that the
award "boosts moral, brings the
brothers closer together and keeps
up the general spirit of the house."
He also said that the recognition
makes the fraternity something
worth protecting.
Quigley also said that
Chi Omega Sorority contributed a
lot for the float competition and

By Gail Leach

JACKS ON

HOLE®
JANUARY 14-21
Deposits due by November 15!!

Prices from

$725
Trip Includes:

$200 non-refundable deposit required is required by November
15. After November 15th, the price will increase by $50.

Pre~:~ed B~
SKI CLUB

£\

MOGULS

trip airfare to Jackson Hole from most cities
** 7Round
nigh ts condominium accomada tions
day lift ticket
-------..._ ** 5Roundtrip
,,,.-------bus transfer from airport to condominiums
For more information contact:
you
* On location staff to assist
Club Office 862-1013
On-mountain picnic, mountain tour, welcome party and more
*
MUB Office Hours - Mon/Tues 9am-4pm
* All taxes and service charges
..._ MUB Balcony Hours - Wed/Thur 11am-2pm

Final payment is due by December 1st. A $25 refundable

security deposit is due with final payment.

Ski

....i
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BUDGE T, from page 1

FORUM , from page 1
what steps the administration wastakingtopro motediversity.
The president said that
he recently signed an affirmative
action proposal, which would
start an active recruitment of minorities and would require the
involvement of University personnel" at all levels", but it won't
happen over night.
Bernard Gordon, professor of Political Science and a
writer of the Affirmative Action
plan said the program is a "final,
real effort."
He said the program
would allow any minority student on the East Coast to come to

UNH for in-state tuition cost.
Jen White, a UNH student and a member of the women's
issues committee, told the audience people had to take charge,
and not pass responsibility to
others. She said to the president,
"I ask you to commit (to establishing diversity on campus) right
now!"
Nitzschke said he already
had, and continued to say that
everyone had to work hard
to bring about change in the university environment.
White warned the president, saying "don't screw up!"

equally between UNH and
the University System of New
Hampshire, said Schnur.
McCabe doesn't want to
see the energy cost transferred to
the students. "We'll have to fight
ifthere'sanenerg ysurcharge" due
to the increased oil costs, he said.
If there were an attempt by the
administration to add an energy
surcharge or registration fees to
tuition bills, "I'd have to go to the
Board of Trustees and ask them
not to approve it," he said.
McCabe saw another
way to deal with the oil prices.
"One thing they're going to have
to pursue is energy conservation,"

he said.
The $130,000 in pool
renovations will go to repair its
filters, pumps, and plumbing,
which date back to the 1930s, according to Patrick Miller, associate vice president for facilities.
"One of the considerations has to be to cut the pool,"
said McCabe. If spending the
money for the pool renovations
negatively affects teaching and
research, the renovations
shouldn'tbedon e,hesaid. ''I can't
believe that fixing the pool is one
of our biggest priorities given the
financial troubles we're facing."
Although many students
feel the pool is not used frequently

This September2
Will you be pounding
the pavement or
on the road
to success?
It's a tough job market out there. You'll be up against some pretty stiff competition. People with the education and the experience. Of course, there are alternati\'eS - especially for those individuals with an eye on the big picture.
We're Hannaford Bros. Co .. ~orthern ~ew England's leading food and drug
r<:tailer. Our corporate headquarters are located in Portland, ME and we haYe stores
and opportunities aYailable in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and
~ew York. On NOVEMBER 15, 1990, we will be visiting your campus to present
a 2-hour pre-recruitmen t. informational seminar on our

Management Training Program.
Representatives will be on hand to discuss this outs.randing opportunity to
learn the intricacies of business, from the ground up. As an established, highly successful company, with annual sales of over $1. 5 billion and still growing in this
tight fiscal market, we have developed a program which has led many individuals
to senior management positions.
It's a tough, intensive and demanding program that accepts only a few promising candidates each year. People with the leadership skills and drive to succeed. If
you're graduating this year with a grade point average of 1.0 or better and have
superior communication s skills, don't miss out on this outstanding opportunity.
And, come September, instead of looking for work, you can be working toward
your future!
For further information, contact your Placement Office. An Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/H/V.

Hannaford

u,, ' 'I
rn

.

®Bros. Co.
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enough by students to justify the
renovations, Lyllll Heyliger, director of recreational sports, said
that54 percent of the24,777 people
· who used the pool last summer
were UNH staff, faculty, students
or family members of those
groups.
She said the pool won't
be able to open this summer without the renovations. ''The pool is
too valuable a resource to lose at
this time," ~he said. "The University or town could never afford to
build another one."
The unexpected expenditureofincrease p insurance costs
is not due to UNH ~ing viewed
as a greater insurance risk, said
Schnur. Instead, insurance companies are raising premiums
across the board to deal with
dwindling returns on their outside investments. UNH's liability
insurance premiums are expected
to increase 15 to 20 percent, according to the report, leading to
the $96,582 problem mentioned
earlier.
The master plan for the
University is a two-year project
with a total cost of $444,780. All
but the aforementioned $58,260 is
being funded through other
sources.
The utilities problem is
bigger than just the $192;000,
pointed out McCabe. According
to the report, energy costs are
predicted to exceed the amount
budgeted this year by $653,000.
Auxiliaries, such as dorms, d:.ning halls and the MUB, are expected to pay $257,000 of that,
because they're the biggest users
ofutilities, said Schnur. Short term
investment funds, money USNH
makes off investments, will cover
$204,000 of the cost. (Last year, for
the first time ever, USNH set aside
$600,000 in these funds for UNH
t(? cover tuition shortfalls. $300,000
of that will indeed help the tuition
shortfall this year.)
The remaining $192,000
of the utilities problem will be
covered by the UNH General
Fund, the $114 million. fund to
which all tuition, state appropriations, and fees go to. But that
money has to then be replaced in
the fund.
McCabe also fears the
tuition shortfall might be exacerbated by a student retention problem. Some students might not be
able to return for spring semester
because of financial difficulties
caused by the lean economic times
the state is entering, he said, which
would cause the tuition shortfall
to increase.
UNH Business Administrator Bruce Spencer said that
there have been many unexpected
expenditures in the past, and the
problems they've caused have
been compounded by budget recisions in the past few years.

""-•♦•"-'·
If you would

like to place a
personal stop
by Rm. 110B,
MUB
862-1323
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From StudentSen ate
Ann-Marie Elek
Student Body Vice-President

Last April during the student body elections, a referendum question was placed on the
ballot asking if the Student Senate was effective in
its current structure. A slim majority answered
no. Many people also answered ''I don't know".
This concerns us. The student body should know
what their Student Senate does.
We are embarking this year on a communication campaign: to get our information out and
your voice in. Look for Brian McCabe and me in
residential areas I and II for open discussion about
issues· concerning you. Read the Pulse Report
every Friday for the latest issue facing the senate
and the student body. Also, in Friday's papers
look for the agendas for our Sunday Senate meetings. They are always open to the public, every
Sunday at 6 PM in room 212 of McConnell. Drop
a note in campus mail for the Senate, room 130
MUB, with questions, concerns, comments, or
suggestions.
We need the student body working together to get things done. You need to know we
are working on the issues concerning you. If you
are not getting information, let us know. We will
do everything in our power to work with, and for
you.
This is our invitation to make the student
body of the University of New Hampshire as
strong as it once was, and I know, can be.again.
Note: Due to the Holiday Weekend, there will be
noSen~teMeetingonSunday,November11, 1990.
The meeting on the following Sunday, the18th
will begin at 4:00pm instead of 6:00pm.

Thank You,
Ann-Marie Elek

Note: Please look for the PULSE REPORT every Friday in The
New Hampshire. The views presented in this column do not
necessarily reflect those of this newspaper.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of The ater & .!);ince 1990-1991 Seas on Presents

THE TRIAL
A new play based

the novel by Franz Kafka
Aciapted and direct.,d by John EdVfards
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November
Uovember
November
Jfovember
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10, 8:YJ

p.m.

14, 10:30 a.m.
14 & 15, 7:0J p.m.
16 & 17, 8:00 p.m.

~eneral admission: ~7.00
UNH students, employees, )
alumni, and scni:-irs: $6.00
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner theater ~ackaee-New Englan:t Center Restaurant

J9t,h Anniversary Productiunl

6

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
UNH, Durham, N.H.

Security on campus

(Blaise Masse photo)

UNH polic e chief says
false sense of secur ity
is #1 safet y probl em
By Gina DiGregorio
News Reporter
The number one safety
problem on campus, according to
UNH Police Chief Roger Beaudoin
is the false sense of security that
people have.
Monday night Beaudoin
addressed safety issues on campus to nine people ln ttam11ton
Smith as part of Safety Awareness
Days, November fifth to the seventh, sponsored by Student Senate.
As an example of this
false sense of security, Beaudoin
related an event which took place
when Beaudoin first came to UNH
in 1982. He was walking near a
dorm at about 1:30 a.m. and noticed that residents let people in
the dorm through their windows.
He decided to see if he
could get in the same building
through someone's window. He
knocked on a few windows and
two girls let him through their
window. Beaudoin said that the
girls were petrified when he
turned on the light.
'The dorms are not safe,"
said Beaudoin. He added that
doors are propped and residents
let anyone in the building.
"There is a problem of

non-University people who are
looking for fun and a place to crash
for the night," said Beaudoin.
He could not comment
on specific numbers of non-University people who are causing
these problems.
Beaudoin said that
people should be more aware of
themselves and others.
"Our best safety would
be if everyone watches out for
everyone else on campus," he said.
Theft is a major issue that
also concerns the UNH cam pus
according to Beaudoin.
"The number of thefts is
appalling and we provide an
opportunity for people to be
thieves as far as I'm concerned,"
he said.
Beaudoin said he could
not understand why people leave
things out in the open, whether it
be in their dorm room or at the
dining hall.
He uses as an example
the fact that students leave their
backpacks unattended in the dining halls.
One student countered
that students are required to leave
their backpacks outside (?f the
dining halls while they eat.
Beaudoin responded

: : : : -:::: : :· :{]):§)

that in that case, the University
should do something about it.
There has also been a rise
in bike thefts according to
Beaudoin.
Wally Keniston, commuter student senator, asked
Beaudoin what is being done about
these bike thefts.
Accorctmg to tseauctom,
police are instructed to take bikes
that are not locked and store them
at the station until the owner comes
to claim the bike.
Anna McBriarty, a
member of the Senate Judicial
Affairs Committee, expressed
concern regarding the new student apartment building that is
presently being built.
Beaudoin foresees a
problem in having regular patrols
because the building is so remote.
"The University has
grown in structure, but resources
to check the University has gone
down," said Beaudoin.
Chuck Roy, student
senator, believes that there is a
lack of protection on cam pus.
"The Senate Judicial Affai£:, Committee wants to see increased security," according to
Roy.
JayBrownandDanPra ts,
both student senators, feel that it
is interesting to hear the perspective of what the police perceive is
occurring on campus.
Brown said that more
people attended because communication is needed between students and police.

--"•t•'-,,·
If you would
like to place a
personal stop
by Rm. 1108,

MUB

862-1323
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Shane Capron
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Has life
thrown you
for a loop?

Tom Osborne

Brian Collins
Ty Corneau
Andrew Davis
Scott Leppanen

Are youjust
hangillg . on?

"UNITY THROUGH DIVERSITY"

·...

'

ca.ti:

coo·,t~AID

EST.1924

WELCOME TO BROTHERHOODJ .

862~2293

We'd like to show you a path
that often holds tfie greatest reward.

Double Print
Sale!
Rewarding careers for people
who care.
Down the road a few years from now,
you're going to be glad you chose a
career path today that's right in the heart
of Boston. It's 1'ortheastern University's
Boston-Bouve College of Human De\:elopment Professions - the smart choice
that leads to a greater reward for people
who really care.
The graduate programs offered by
Boston-Bouve College prmide you with
a wide range of career opportunities in
health, sport, and leisure studies, rehabilitation , counseling, communication disorders, and education.
Our faculty have n·ceivecl national and
international recognition for their research,
teaching and senicP to othPrs and to
their profession. Boston-Bouve College
has well-established clinical affiliations
with some of Boston's lt>ading medical.
educational and research facilitie:s.
Study may lead to a master's degree ,
certificate of advanced graduate study
(CAGS), or doctoral degree. Most programs are offered on a part-time as well

as full-time basis , combining classroom
theory with practical hands-on experience. Courses meet in the late afternoon
and early e\·ening, so students can continue to work.
(iraduate programs are offered in the
follm~ing areas:

Audiology
Clinical Exercise Physiology
College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Consulting Teacher of Reading
Counseling Psychology
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
Human Resource Counseling
Human Services Specialist
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management
Rehabilitation Counseling
School Counseling

School Adjustment Counseling
School Psychology
Speech-Language Pathology
Special Education
Teacher PrepaFation

12 EXPOSURE ROLL

$299

Call (fil 7) 4:J?-2708, or write Graduate
School, Boston43ouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser
Hall, Northeastern University. Boston,
MA 02115. Beeause some of life's greatest
rewards come to those who care.

499

Boston-Bouve
College

599

Northeastern
University
An <'qlml nppurtuni1y/ affi~rnatin• al'lio11 u111,·t•r...,ity.

15 Exp.
Disc

24 Exp.
Roll

36 Exp.
Roll

Offer good on disc, 110, 126, &135 C-41 original roll color print film.
Offer Valid: November 12-16, 1990

,· Monday - Friday
Ope.n 10-7_
•

__Pi_a_w_p._.r1_r,_ts_l_s_loc_a_t_ed_ln_w;_11i_c1_Ca_rd_s___ •
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HEARING,from page 1
Lord Hall are angered by
the decision.
"I think it's ridiculous
that they found him guilty without a trial," said David Wholey.
''They assumed she was the one
telling the truth."
described
Wholey
Steadman, who lived in the dorm
before his dismissal, as "an innocent kid," and "the nicest guy I
know."
''There's a lot of support for him in this dorm," he
added.
"People just want to see

the truth come out, no matter who
it's for," said Matthew Gardner,
another Lord Hall resident. 'That's
justice."
In another development,
Gilbert Chapman, the UNH athletic director, denied that the athletic department had hired Lyons
to represent Steadman.
"I've heard that rumor
before," said Chapman. He went
on to say that he had approached
head basketball coach Jim Boylan
and the assistant coaches on the
subject, and had been told there
was nothing going on.

"Wecan'tdothataccord-

1

We re

turning
overa
new
leaf in
the

woods.

The New
WILDCATZ

ing to the NCAA," said assistant

basketball coach Paul Faison.

The award-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.
Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials,
served daily from 5:30 p.m.
In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
and sandwiches.
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For reservations, call (603) 862-2815.

l~tift;:tltllllfllllll!il,tllllll .

1/2 OFF MEN'S SHORTS/SWIM SUITS Reg. $24-30, Now $12-15 ~~
/2 OFF WOMEN'S SWIM SUITS, BIKINIS Reg. $24-30, Now $12-20 ~~

...

•· sr;!1~~1~~!i~!!tJtl1ijrl:J;f \ Ii.....
'(It/: Street/ :~anta::Cruzf 'oth'ers>.;:\ )) ): ?

·.:■

Cooling soon:

-.:■

WILDCATZ SNOWBOARD TEAM and RENTALS

:%

OPEN 10-5:30 MON thru SAT, SUN 11-4 p.m.

ph. #868-2484

t

s

At
15

England Center
New
the
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH

restaurant and wine bar

~-:

LOCATION : BEHIND BENJAMIN'S, PETEE BROOK LANE, DOWNTOWN DURHAM

·:-:....·"!!ll·l"!!'··---------!!'ll"!'l-~"!'ll'!'ll""!lfll!'9"!1"'!'P!P!'P'!'P'!'I~
...........

Confidential _____ _
Peer Support Group
Student Run., Gay., Lesbian
and Bisexual., Hotline

QV&N 'LIN&.
There is a place to call ...

~16~-31QI~~
Sunday - Thursday
6:00pm - 9:00pm
Campus Run
NH's first student run
Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual
Crisis Hotline
funJeJly f>fQ
.. . ·.• ...

'•, '

·..
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Health Education presents--

SafeRides says ... .

SEXVAL ITY WEEK

.If You Booze
When You Cruise,
You're Bound
To Lose.
Don't drive intoxicated or ride with a
driver who is.
Call us at 862-1414.
Serving Du:r~ham, Dover, Madbury, Lee, ·
Newmarket, Newington, and Portsmouth.
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays.
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.
To volunteer call 862-1414, 9-5 weekdays.

SafeRides
862-1414
Never,
In The History Of Footwearh
Could So Many Own So Muc
For So Little.
Timberland boots,
for .hiking, working or just banging around in,
are on sale, for a quite a few less dollars
than you'd expect.

Selected Men's & Women's Boots

$29.99
Values to .$100
Veterans' Day Sale
November 8-12, 1990

FACTORY

OUTLET

Where Timberland Quality Costs Less

Main Street, Newmarket

659-5882

O
T

Celebrating
Ourselves

cJ

Tuesday, November 13 to
Monday, November 19
Keynote Address:

''WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO
DO WITH IT?'' •.........:~
~~~
~ ~

•~~crl

.

'2'1~-•

.

0~

Thursday, November 15 at 7:00 pm
· Forum Room, Dimond Library
Jay Friedman of
Planned Parenthood of New England
takes an ENTERTAINING LOOK at
Sexuality in the media.
Watch for other hot programs throughout the
week and a special present in November 16 's
The New Hampshire
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SIMIC, from page 3'
twelve years he lived in'
New York City, but other cities
and memories also inspired him
Simic said. He has dedkated six ·
of his poems to his friends and
said they inspire him at times; i ·
but he usually dedicates a poem '
to someone in thanks.
·
His favorite poem of
this collection is entitled ·.
i,Shelly."
.
"Ithinkit'swelldone/' .

Simic said that poems
that bring back a vivid recollection of something in your life are
t:he best.
The cover of ''The Book
(:)JGods and Devils" was designed
by. Saul Steinberg and Simic is
~xtremely pleased with the design.
~~l foved the image of that thing,"
Simic said.

Simicsaid."ltinvokesaperiod··-: ·. ,_., . of my life, a long time, events
occurring in that form h?-ppen
·
in the fall of 1958.n

1
1
·. 1
I
rravef _- 1
·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

·- -

:· -

~•t•""·

Scholarships,
·Fellowships,

Simic is not sure when
yet another book will be reaq y for
publication, but said he: already
has enough poetry to fiil'·h alf of
another book.
"It's not a good id~ajf
you are running to . watch: y<.>U-r
feet," Simic said. Afterthirtyyears
of writing, Simic show(no signs
of slowing down.
· ..:.: ..., ,

If you _would
like to place a
personal stop
by Rm. 1108,
MUB
862-1323

Grants

~

Ed's Services

I

Box:3006
Boston, MA 02130
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Student Services Lenslab, P.O. ,.B ox 22-2596, Hollywood, Florida 33022
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know about:

• Car Rental/Leasing
•WorkAbroad
•Study Abroad
•lnt'I Student & Teacher ID .
& MUCH MORE!!!
CALL for your FREE copy!
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BoylS on
Boston

266-1926

1384
Mass.Ave
Cambridge

497-1497
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I ·Lne e,tact same tenses your uoctor
or, ereu at w iesaie prices.
R
I Lenses
Our low prices lets you SAVE UPTO 50-%-0 MORE!
YES
as low as $14 perpair...no clubs to join...no hassles... no gimmicks. Most lenses
■ ■ ■ we can save you
I shipped to you within 24 hours via Federal Express & all are 100% GAURANTEED!
up to 50% and more on all
Simply call in your Doctor's name and phone number (or address) using our toll free
name brands ... including new
I number below. (24 hours-7 days) Our optician will contact your Doctor for you and
"disposables"!
obtain your prescription. (Verification is required to order)
I START SAVING NOW! ORDER TOOL-FRE.E 1-800-726-7802 TODAY!
24 Hours
I.
(lenses sent C.O.0. with FREE shipping and insurance!)
7.Days
·

w

I
I
I
I
I
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HEY COMMUTERS!!
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Announcing:
The
STUDENT of the MONTH
AWARD

WINNER!
STUDENT-SENATE NEEDS YOU
to fill open Senator spots.

Pick up a petition in the Student
Senate Office, Room 130, MUB.

· Return to Jim Batty in the Student
Senate Office

Any questions?

Call 862-1494.

Terese Canavera
Junior
Political Science
An excerpt from her nomination:
Terese works two jobs to stay busy
and is a dedicated student. She is
involved in the UNH Jazz Choir
for which she is a soprano singer.
Terese is a Big Sister for an
elementary school student in the
Durham area. She has an
outgoing, fun-loving nature that is
felt by everyone who meets her. It
is amazing that she is able to
juggle all of these activities and
maintain an optimistic attitude.

Congratulations, Terese!
Watch for the Student of the Month each Month in The New Hampshire. Pick up
nomination forms for next month's Student of the Month in the Student Senate
Office, room 130, MUB or call 862-1494 for more details

1
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STUDENT SENATE
is accepting applicatio ns for

Cha irpe rson Jor
•
•
•
•

JP's JUMBO Subs &
Sandw iches
Fresh Seafoo d
Salads & More
Daily Homem ade
Specia ls

JUD ICI AL
AFF AIR S
CO UN CIL
Pick up an applica tion in
the Studen t _Senate Office

11 am - close
Saturda y & Sunday

Return by Tuesda y,
Novem ber 13th at 4pm to
the Studen t Senate Office,
Rooni 130, MUB.

868-7449

Any Questio ns? Call 862-149 4

Free Deli very

Return applicatio ns to Jim Batty

, SM IT H HALL
INTERNA-T ION AL
_.__~FOOD LU NC HE ON ~-

INTERNATIONAL FOOD AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

FRIDAY, NOV . 16TH 11:0 0-2: 00

LIV E BA ND !
~'ll'J{'D'F/D

fJJ'Y P~O

'DO'J{,!JI/II~ ~Pl{_():M 'D'l.11{.:Jf.Mvf CO'PY
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Silence and secrets
Let's hope Dale Nitzschke and the rest of the
UNH administration are suffering from headaches
the size of UNH' s sprawling conduct system. As the
local, and not-so-local, media flash pictures of Lord
Hall and Thompson Hall all over New England's
papers and t.v. screens trying to scoop up the latest
juicy detail of the sensational and confusing case of
Antonio Darnell Steadman' s trial, they can rest assured that this circus of loud-mouthed lawyers and
cries of racism is all thanks to them.
The UNH conduct system is somehow under the impression that it can successfully try felony
cases behind the oaken doors of the University.
When freshman Antonio Darnell Steadman
walked into the conduct board hearing at which he
would be expelled on sexual and physical assault
charges, the University made a very clear statement;
the image of the University was far more important
than justice.
This alleged crime took place on October 12.
When was it reported? When did the university learn
that a UNH co-ed was "taken" from one dorm to
another and raped? Doesn't that bring up certain
questions of campus safety that should be addressed?
WhoisontheconductboardthattriedSteadman?Why
are no criminal charges being pressed? Colleges and
Universities are traditionally reticent about releasing
statistics and details of campus crime, and in this case
we are seeing the dangers of that blow up in our faces.
There is no possible way the University of
New Hampshire's conduct system can mete out jus-

tice in a rape case. If the University administration
became aware a felony took place on campus they
have a responsibility to do something. The alleged
victim's lawyer told The New Hampshire a trial in
criminal court was avoided because the victim "did
not want to ruin his ( Darnell's ) life."
Does that not cast doubt on the claims of an
assault? Why does the woman want to protect the
man who assaulted her?
Steadman's lawyer is screaming racism and
civil rights violations at anyone who'll listen. The
conduct system and the university respond first with
silence and then with a typically weak answer, seen
in Sanborn's letter to the editor (below). By allowing
bumbling lawyers to be the only people providing
trial information, the university is opening up room
for harmful and destructive speculation.
If Steadman were being tried for rape in a
court of law he would going to jail, not back home to
Pennsylvania. If the University was right in finding
him "responsible", if by some miracle their closed
system of justice worked, they cannot give Steadman
the punishment he deserves. If they erred, which is
all too dangerously possible, they've branded him
with an "R" every bit as scarlet at this point as if he
had been convicted in court.
Sadly, all of this was done with some noble
intentions. The University wished to shelter the
alleged victim, perhaps, from the humiliation and
pain of a public trial. They expected, as the victim's
lawyer states in The New Hampshire, that details of the
case -would be kept confidential. They expected a

hushed, quick rape trial. They expected a civilized
trial; a nice rape trial. And if it wasn't for Steadman' s
manipulative, hollering lawyer, who called every
newspaper in New Hampshire with the victim's
name and· the story - right down to the time and
room of the trial- they might have gotten it.
Anyone can respect a rape victim's desire to
remain anonymous and avoid the publicity of a
public trial. The absolute secrecy in this case however is unexcusable.
The ironic aspect of this whole shameful
tum of events, is that the sneaky administration got
exactly what they deserved by trying to dodge their
responsibility. UNH is. now seen as the university
that recruits and give scholarships to rapists, UNH
is now the school where young women are dragged
from their dorms and raped, UNH is now the racist
university that wrongly accuses men of rape and
tries to kick them out behind closed doors, because
they're black. EverypossiblebadimageofUNH that
could have come out of this case has been splashed
across every front page from here to Boston.
Dale Nitzschke is now the president of the
poorest, most confused, most unhappy University in
New England. Traditional logic gives him a yeartwo years tops- here.
The UNH administration has allowed the
conduct system to bite off more then it can chew and
has invited the entire UNHcommunitytochokewith
them.
John Scott Doherty
News Editor

:::::~~=:=2~::E.St::.:s:::~·;~~•-~:i:!ti.!·~.:· :~:=·•-:;;~1.N.i· :·~~~·· :· · · :. . .·;· ~· ·j1L~:~~;:~::.::·~Ji:4:~L~~;i;:~~;;;;,~~
A
Personal
Question
To the Editor:
thoroughly
am
I
disgusted at The New Hampshire
for having such bad taste as to
print the Personal in Tuesday's
edition concerning the recent
sexual assault case on campus. To
allow such a racist comment to
circulate through this community
is absolutely disgraceful of a
newspaper.
Totheauthorofthead1support the survivor also, as well
as I support all survivors of sexual
assault. But for you to point a finger
at black scholarship athletes and
then to claim that this is not a
racist issue is a blatant
contradiction.
I do not excuse anybody
who is guilty of sexual assault for
whatthey have done. By the same
token, however, I can not and will
not excuse a newspaper, who
responsibility it is to report things
in a fair and indiscriminate
manner, for printing statements
such as the one in the Personals of
Tuesday's paper. Nobody has the
right to rape anybody, nor does
anybody have the right to support
the oppression of any minority
group-here or anywhere, and I
believe The New Hampshire is guilty
of such oppression.

Jon Routhier
1st floor R.A. - Lord Hall

released the victim's name. This is
incorrect; we did not release the
victim's name.
2. The actions taken by
the Conduct Board were racially
motivated. This is untrue. The
Conduct Board reached their
decision based on testimony and
evidence presented in the hearing.
3. The University has

,.

A

Editor's note: The personal's
section does not refl.ect the views of
The New Hampshire or its editorial
staff. However, The New Hampshire
does feel a strong obligation not to
publish material that is slanderous,
insulting, or bigoted. We'appreciate
To th e Editor:
In regards to your article
all the letters that were received about
manipulated the m~mbership of "Staff May Consider Union in
the personal in question. This issue is the
Conduct Board. This, too, is ,__ _ _,:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __::..._:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~...i
delicate and highly charged, but that
does no mean that it should be ignored. untrue. Members
Board
of thereceived
were appointed last May,
The staff of The New Hampshire training in August, and have
reviewed and published the personal served on the Board since the
t--------~..;;;;..;;;.........;;;;,.;;;;.....;:;_;:....::.._.....;::::;.__:=-.=--:=-==-==-==----.1
in question under the assumption that
beginning of the academic year.
LAURA A. DEAME. Editor-in-Chief
it was intended to say that no one,
Further steps in the case KIM HILLEY. Managing Editor
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor
regardless of who they are, should be are pending. The accused may JOHN DOHERTY. News Editor
APRIL T. JACOBS. News Editor
allowed to get away with the crimes in
D. ALAN KERR. Sports Editor
HEATHER GRANT. Sports Editor
choose to appeal the Board's
question. It was not considered a racist
DONNY EMERICK. Forum Editor
Editor
Arts
CARROLL
SEAN
decision within five academic days
attack.
BENJAMIN FRAZIER. Photography Editor

Clmifica.ion

Letters
Continued
on pg. 18
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Sanborn's
Response
To the Editor:
Given the flurry of
media attention a recent sexual
assault case has received and the
accusations leveled against the
University'sconduct
proceedings, it is imperative for
me to make a public statement in
response to these allegations.

I categorically deny and
there is no evidence to support
the following charges:
1. The University

of hearing. The Appeals Board is
comprised of individuals other
than the University Conduct
Board. The Appeals Board will
review the evidence and testimony
submitted at the University
Conduct Board hearing and will
determine, based on the appeal of
the accused, whether or not the
case needs to be reheard by a
different University Conduct
Board.
It is regrettable that the
University Conduct System has
been misrepresented. We must
resist the temptation to polarize
our community with incorrect
information and rumors.

Sincerely,
J. Gregg Sanborn
Associate Vice President
and Dean for Student Affairs.
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Angry and Loud
II

OMMON SENSE (kom'en sens'), adj. 1. Having
or showing ordina1:.y good
sense; sensible; practical. 2.
That which the administration
of the University of New
Hampshire does not possess.
I am .really pissed
abouttheparkingsituationand
I'mnotalone.Everyoneiknow,
everyone I've talked to about
it, is pissed. I used to have a
job. I used to work at the State
Liquor Store. The one at the
Portsmouth traffic circle. I
worked there all summer in
order to help pay for this year's
· tuition. When it came time to
get a parking permit, I applied
for a resident lot permit on the
grounds that I had to have my
cart near in order to work off
campus. (I live in Williamson
hall) I got the proper forms,

one for my boss to fill out, one
for my parents to fill out, and
one for me to fill out. I got the
whole pile notarized by a
justice of the peace. A real
hassle, but hey, it was proper
procedure and I needed that
permit. Well, they gave me a
Data General permit. Are they
really so retarded as to think
that one can hold an offcampus job with a DG permit?
The last shuttle leave DG at
9:40, the liquor store (like most
businesses)closesat l0:00. You
do the math. Am I to walk to
Williamson from DG every
night I work? That just ain't
happenin'. I had to leave my
job because they needed me
nights, I have no income now,
I still have bills to pay, you do
the math. This really sucks.
Each night I walk past the vast,

by Jon McCormack

empty commuter lots and feel something that costs twice as
the rage buildup inside. There much as it needs to and only
must be a solution. Whether it _ends up making the situation
means building a parking worse. That'sthekindof P****
garage or converting some of up, backwards, red tape
the commuter space to resident beaurocracy UNH is. (as are
space, there simply must be a most large universities and all
solution, even during the day levels of U.S. government)
there are empty spaces, it's just Ooh, now I'm getting nasty,
a matter of properly allocating but why not! Think about it,
them. Let's say, for arguments aren't we technically their
sake, that there aren't enough employers? Don't our tuitions
spaces, then what? Simple, a pay their swollen salaries?
parking garage. Right where B Then why do we the students
or C lot are. Gee, it was really always get the shaft? Without
neat of the Alumni to donate us there would be no UNH. It
all that money so that the is here for us and because of us
courtyard by Murkland could and yet we continue to pay
be refurbished but wouldn't it more, get less and come away
have been even neater of the bewildered. How do they get
Alumni to donate all that away with it? Mass apathy
money could have gone that's how.No one is willing to
towards something relevant? do anything about it. Do you
Like a parking garage? That think that if I refused to pay
would have been a gift we my tuition as a protest that it
could have truly appreciated. would make any difference?
The really ironic thing is that Of course not, that would be
I'm quite confident (and I'm akin to a flea biting the bottom
sure many would agree) that if of an elephants foot. However,
and·when UNH decides to do if 5,000 students refused to pay,

One Way to Solve the Problem

(or at least made some sort of
official protest) then perhaps
they would begin to listen. This
goes way beyond parking. It
applies to the no keg rule, the
new alcohol -policy for
residents and last years midsemestertuitionhikeaswellas
any other issue you may be
unhappy about.
In summary I would
just like to ask my fellow UNH
students to be less apathetic.
The only way we can do
anything is if we all take action.
You have the right to say what
you want in this country (if
you're white like the Dice Man,
not if you're black like The 2LiveCrew)mostpeopleon this
planet don't have that right.
Use it. If you have a complaint,
b**** and moan a lot like me
and maybe, just maybe, those
in power at UNH will get so
tired ofhearingitthattheywill
do something positive.

Jon McCormack is a sophmore at
UNH.

U
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administration! First, every

::~e:o~~~::;:~:otof!: ~~f!r:~~:.1%e~;\::i::~ ::t::S~or,s:;:!!wo:i~ ~:;~::k~i: tt:~;s~! } \

the dorms, which is a rather
lame way of trying to keep
students from drinking. If
they wanted to really stop
students from drinking,
they should ask the high
, schools of the country to
have stricter anti-drug and
alcohol programs, since
that's where a lot of us
students seem to start
drinking.
Then there's the

embassy for some foreign
country.
Now,
as
an
embassy, legally speaking,
a fraternity would not be
bound to observe local and
federal laws while on
embassy grounds-namely,
their house and lawn.
However,theywouldhave
to observe the laws of
whatever nation they gotto
sponsor them as an official

be an adult "supervisor'' in
the house. Second, in order
to cater to the University
Diversity agenda, the
fraternity could sponsor
exchange students to come
and study at U.N.H.
By now you're
wondering''Whytheblazes
would any nation want to
putanembassyinDurham,
New Hampshire?" Well,
we' re not that far from

are ... ).

don't help the fraternities
either.
Thus, I have a good

brother or visitor stumbles
off of embassy grounds, and
into the hands of a waiting

between Durham to unfortunately too big to fit in
Portsmouth into "The Port the four panels of a cartoon.
of New Hampshire". So far, He'll try harder next time.

Of course, this is all
conjecture; I'm no Political
Science major, but I think
that if some fraternity out
there has the guts to try this
approach out, it just might
work! Personally, I'd start
by doing research on a
variety of countries, and
start correspondences with
the most promising ones,
and send a representative

3
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·More letters.
· continued ·
From.
.
. . .. .

.

.

~

..

'pa:gel6

breath of fresh air and has begun
to change some of these feelings.
He is new to campus, however,
and is, perhaps, dealing with a
severe backlog of ill feelings.
Thank you for taking the
time to research and report on
these issues.

WakeQfF~c;ulty f?ecisi~n," ·
Frlciay Nov. 2; }99Q;·t.h ere a:re a ,
c~~JM.of tl\in~~: wh~c~d wo~d .
like to· clarify: .· ·
· : ·.: l)

• •

What 4;.:~e.~lly · .said-

. wa&:'; ...th~ ..pote~ti~l,< e~ists. for .

or..

Paul R. LaBrie
P.A.T. Council
UNH representative-atlarge

The Vote
or Cash I

staflto be negatiyely ·a ff~~
·. th~ pi"eseq~~ qfifitc;:ti.ity iuiio"-: If . :•
. wtiassuinea:fi~eq{or4\~Tiitdling): , To the Editor:
·. po~L _of :~sa:li:t(Y._:; ~~4 -: ben~fi.t .
I would like to comment
.. resources availabl_e.~Q all faculty, · . on the "On the Spot" question in
. P,;A:~t·and:ope~at'ings4tff; t~en~ ·-. Tuesday's TNH: 'If you could
if :f~culty are a~le it() .negohat~ ·.: chosebetween$100andthechance
hig~er wages and:penefits, it wiµ . to vote, which would you pick?'
prQb~~ly bt?.to t.Jtf:?:.<:i~r~ment of .. Of the eight people who
the pthertwo parties'.'' Ifyou read . responded, only one indicated t~at
the;quote'that ymiattri~-~ ted m~; · he would definitely vote while
you'U qui~J4y ~ee that !t doesn -~ another seemed to be teetering on
mal<e· any' sense (" .:.if you take . the edge between the$and voting.
away from one· it'lJ be_to the · .Assuming this to be a random
de.friment:'°·of oth~i ·groups"'). : sampleofthiscampus'population,
Y~~ive captur~d.the.spirit of the . · only 12.5% of the students on this
thing, though, I also went on to campus voted on Tuesday. When
say,_· by the' w'a y/ that faculty; ·· the administration, the town of
students, tea:·ching.~nd research Durham or the foJks .;.~ Co.w:ora
is the major reasori we' z:e all here. come out with a new policy that is
That simple fact seems.to escape unpopular, every student on this
some· people ·at UNH. In that campus jumps up and down and
regard, I respect and support the complains, but when it comes to
actually
showing
some
faculty's decision .to unionize.
responsibility in doing something
2) You're right that staff
about changing the way
morale is low, in many cases,
government makes decisions for
bec;ause of poor salaries. That is
us, 75% of the students on this
not the only reason, however. In
campus would rather go fishing!!
many more cases, staff morale is
If that is not enough to irk you, one
low because of the impression
of the students, a senior political
they have that there is little or no
science major, responded by
·input to mid-and-upper-level
saying "It's not worth voting." I
management decisions; many
ask you Mr. Livadas, what the hell
staff members feel little control
are you going to do with your
over their destiny and that of the degree when you don't even
University. The recently-issued
believe in the political process? It
"University of New Hampshire
appears to me that you have been
Academic Plan - Statement of
wasting the last four years of your
Mission and Principles," states
life on this campus. I may be
that " .. .the University is committed
reacting harshly but let me just
to the principle ofshared governance: say that I am glad you are not a
sound academic planning and
surgeon debating the worth of
decision making require broad
entering the operating room to
faculty, staff and student save my life!
involvement .." I couldn't agree
Two-hundred fourteen
with that statement more,
years ago, ~ bunch of ordinary
however many O.S. and P.A.T.
people became fed up with the
do not share the strong sense of
way their government was
participation described in that
running their lives and decided to
document. Past P.A.T. Council
do something about it. When it
meetings, for example, have
was all over, thousands of them
heard complaints on the had lost their lives for what they
"secrecy" that has seemingly believed in and The United States
surrounded past administrative
of America was born. For the rest
decisions. I would agree that
of you who would have taken the
President ·
Nitzschke' s
$100 instead of voting, ask
participative bent (as evidenced
yourselves if your life is worth
in the creation of his "cabinet,"
$100.
walks around campu~~ etc.) i~ a
Sincerely,
Scott M. Drummey
Graduate Student
Geochemical Systems

More letters.
The Vote
or Cash II
To the Editor:
was
extremely
I
unimpressed by the majority of
the responses that were given to
the "On The Spot" question in last
Tuesday's The New Hampshire. 6
out of 8 people said they would
prefer $100 over the right to vote.
I believe this shows some very
poor values on the part of UNH
students.
Here are a few of the
excuses people gavefornotvoting:

• •

Financial
Aid
Rebuttal

Morel
The
Energy
Challenge

To the Editor:
I would like to comment
on the Financial Focus letter in the
Tuesday October 30, issue of The
New Hampshire.. This letter was
written by a person who doesn't
have the guts to use their real
name---''Jennifer Davis". I have
worked in the Financial Aid Office
for three years and there was never
a Jennifer Davis working in that
time and no one seems to recall a
person by that name ever working
there. If she did ever work there,
she obviously didn't learn
anything. If she had, she would
know that it is not Financial Aid
nor NH Higher Education
Assistance Foundation that
determines how much loan, or aid,
a student receives, but the Federal
Government.
Since
the
Government pays the interest on
these student loan programs while
the student is in school, they have
the right to regulate them.
Federal Regulations are
designed to assure the most needy
students receive assistance and to
cut down on default rates. How
can one assume that everyone is
going to pay back money
borrowed? Where is this money
going to come from? Banks cann~t
lend money to whomever wants 1t
and in amounts that they "feel is
enough money".
Tothestudentwhowrote
the letter, aka Jennifer Davis, if
you want to take out a loan amount
of your choice, why don't you
apply for a personal loan?

To the Editor:
WHY DO WE RESIST
NEEDED CHANGE? Not only

does the gasoline engine pollute
our environment, but the worlds
oil reserves will be used within 50
years anyway, so the gasoline
engine and oil as a major energy
resource is obsolete.
My best guess as to why
we resist such change is because
1. "I don't know who is
of the combination of two facts:
running."
weareawareofourownmortality
2. '1 t' snot worth voting."
and we have lost the ability to care
3. "I'm from Pennsylvaabout and love our children. If
nia."
you are twenty years old or older,
First of all, finding out
you will be either old or dead in 50
who is running is not one of the
years, so with out the capacity to
more difficult things in life. Close
care about and love and live for
to half of the candidates on the
the children you will have little
ballot came and spoke at UNH at
interest in change that will upset
one time or another this fall. The
your life style even if such change
headlines of newspapers, televiis being forced upon you by nature.
sion, and radio reports have been
Depleting oil reserves, polluting
plentiful with information about
the environment and not planning
candidates and their campaigns.
for the future of our children are·
This person is willing to accept
all examples of selfishly resisting
$100 as a reward for not finding
the laws of nature.
out who is running.
Sure we can continue to
}l there is anym1,c o-ut
drive ana· fiy- anu 11ec1( with uiI,
there who doesn't care what kinds
and as each day goes by we live in
of laws our government makes,
a world with more pollution and
what sorts of taxes they put on us,
less oil and eventually two realities
wherethemoneyallgoes, whether
will coincide and we will have no
or not one has reproductive choice,
air and oil and then of course we
or how our university gets treated.
will have to change, although it is
then you have a personal invitation
difficult to conduct research with
from me not to vote. I really believe
an oxygen tank strapped on your
that most of us do care, though,
back in a world that is all sand.
and the easiest, most direct and
The leaders of the mid
Jill Sikora
east countries must recognize the
influential way one can show this
5th year student economic reality of what I am
is by voting. I find it very hard to
believe that a senior Political
'saying. At the rate we are using oil
Science major still has yet to realize
such leaders will not be able to
that we live in a democracy, and
count on it as a source of revenue
every vote counts.
to feed their people. The mid east
must irragate its land and with
And for that unlucky
person from Pennsylvania, I'm
our economic, technical and
very sorry to hear there's no voting
administrative help the mid east
there anymore.
must become a factor in the worlds
prevent community. The mid east
In his concession speech To the Editor:
,
must
manufacture too. Oil is not
on the night of Tuesday,
This letter is in response
the
answer
to the future of the mid
November 6, Joe Keefe to Alan Kerr's article Frosh
(DemocraticcandidateforthefirS t dismissed on sexual assault in east. Mother nature is speaking.
congressional seat) gave a very Tues. Nov 6th New Hampshire. I The writing is on the wall.
The world~ future energy
optimistic speech about the future would like to make it clear, because
are
dependent on the safe,
needs
of our state and nation. The this article didn't, thatamongother
nineties will be a decade of change forms of abuse, the man is accused effective and economically feasible
andreform,andatimetoundothe of raping that woman. Why is production of electric power. It
mistakes that were made in the sexual assault used in this case? appear that such production must
1980's. He made it very cl~ar that The term "sexual assault" come from water, the sun or the
we, the younger generation, a~e encompasses all forms of sexual atom: hydro electricity; solar
going to be the ~ey rolepl~yer~ m violence, from a pinch in the electricity; or nuclear electricity.
this process. If th1_s c~ange is gomg, buttocks to death from brutal rape. Let this letter be a call and a
to take place, it ts of utmost Thisdoesn'tseemadequatetome. challenge to those men and women
importance that we get out and "Sexualassault"lumpsallviolence whose talents are in the
make it happen. Please, for, your under a fancy name and glosses understanding of such sciences to
own sake and everyone else s~ get over the reality. The reality is that tell us what we should be doing as
out and vote in the next electmn. inadditiontootherformsofsexual we phase out oil. The whole world
is dependent on your answer.
violence this UNH freshman is Particularlythechildren! Grow up.
Walter Gregg accused of~Sophomore
'Frances D. Barrett,Jr.
Bethany Grob

A Matter
of Words
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Togeth er We
Can Buy A
Mounta in
This article courtesy of The
New Hampshire Conseruancy News
(Summer 1990)
Where can you protect
birds, two rare orchids and reptiles, all on one property of a little
under
100
acres?
MOUNT WANTASTIQUET
Just west of Pisgah State
Park, this mountain rises directly
from the Connecticut River. It's
the first part of New Hampshire
that you see as you cross the river
from Brattleboro- beginning in a
thick forest at the river, it rises to
sheer cliffs overlooking the river
valley below.
Because of its unique
combination of endangered species, this spot was on our list of top
conservation priorities in New
Hampshire. So, we felt very fortunate when the owner of the property approached us with an interest in selling and conserving the
area.
This is a truly unique
area.
- Historical records show
that the cliffs have provided nesting sites for Peregrine Falcons (one
of less than 500 American species
that are included on the U.S.
government's list of federally
endangered species.)
- These same cliffs provide
nesting sites for Ravens, unusual
birds this far south.
-Belowthecliffs,onthetalus
slopes, was the last place in New
Hampshire for the Eastern Timber Rattlesnake.
-The forest provides a home
for two rare orchids ( the only site
in the state for one) and a rare
bellwort, similar to a lily.
- The site has an unusually
large number of different natural
communities- seven in all, each
containing its own distinct group
of plants and animals- including a
Black Gum Swamp, Peatland Basins, an Oak-Conifer Forest and

'
forthe
Environmen tal Page
Forum!!
See Ellen or Matt at TNH
for details!
(remember deadline is Wednesday at

0

3:00 p.m.!!)

0

the plant community in the rocky
conditions on cliffs and peaks.
This abundance of distinct natural communities results
from the proximity to the river,
the rich alkaline soil, and the
changes in soil and climate resulting from changes in elevation on
the mountain.
Finding such a diversity
of life in one setting is very unusual. When opportunities like
this come along, we have to move
on them. Without the money to
buy the property, we realized we
had to go ahead and pursue its
protection while the opportunity
existed.
The current status of
this project illustrates the advantage of having a bias for action we have already been able to
negotiate and sign an agreement
to buy the land and we already
have one-half the funding, if we
can raise the other half.
We have received
approval for matching state funding from the Land Conservation
Program - one-half the purchase
price, but only if we can raise the
other half.We need your help to
raise the other half by the end of
the year. The total cost is $25,000,
or $280 per acre. The match will
cover $12,500, if we can raise the
other $12,500.
Twelve thousand fivehundred dollars doesn't seem like
much to pay for a mountain.
Because all contributions will be matched, by joining
in the preservation of this land,
you can buy the land for $140 per
acre.
We need your help to
secure the property.
When the property has
been protected, all supporters will
be invited to a ceremony at the
site to dedicate the new nature
preserve.

A Quote for the Week:
Rains pour down without water, and the rivers
are streams of light.
One love it is
that pervades the world;
few there are who know it fully.
-Kabir
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Kafka In The Johnson Theater
By Sean Carroll
Arts Editor
One of this season's most
amibitious productions from the
Theater and Dance Department
begins tonight, when thestageadaptation of Franz Kafka's novel
The Trial opens.
The Trial is the story of
one Joseph K., a well to do banker
who wakes up to find himself
under arrest one morning. Try as
he might however, K. cannot find
out what he is charged with, or
who has accused him. Every time
he tries to find out he is put off by
bureaucratese like "We are not
you
tell
authorized to
that ...proceedings have been instituted against you, and you will
be informed of everything at the
·
_,
right time."
Professor John Edwards,
Chairof UNH' s Theater and dance
Department, adapted the novel,
and is directing the play.
Edwards first encountered the novel as an undergraduate, but was not immediately enamored of it. "Orwell's book had
come out recently," He said, "and
I read The Trial as a kind of Czech
1984, and didn't see a lot of the
humor in it."

Edwards says that his
view of the story now is one that
focuses not so much on the Orwellian dreariness he once saw, but
instead on the absurdity of the
situation. "There are a lot of really
funny parts in this story." He referred to Terry Gilliam's black
humor film masterpiece Brazil as
a source of inspiration.
Having life altering decisions made by faceless, unknown
forces perceived as essentially out
of your control is a current problem, he said. ''Look at the whole
abortion issue, where the same
thing could happen to every
woman in this country."
Funny or frightening, the
story is one that is relevant to us
today, according Edwards. ''The
great thing about Kafka is that he
made sense at the beginning of the
century when he was writing, and
he makes sense now at the end of
the century."
The play opens tonight
in the Johnson theater, and its run
lasts until the 17th. For tickets or
mo.;.e information call the UNH
ticket office at 862-2290.

~:
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Marivaux's Le
Jeu de L'Amour
EtDuHasard

-I

By Sean Carroll
;\rts Editor
The Department
of French and Italian will
be presenting a special one
night only performance of
Marivaux's Le Jeu de
L'Amour Et Du Hazard.
The play, whose
title translates as The Game
of Love and Chance, is being
performed in French by a
French touring company
called The Theatre De
L'Alibi.
MArivaux's play
is part of the eighteenth century sentimental movement, according to French
and Italian Department
Head Grover Marshall, who
was one of the main arrangers of the event. ''It's a ro::~~~ll. corned y ,"

said

that he thinks this play may sell
out, as it is a rare opportunity,
provided in part by support from
The Center For The Humanities
and The Class of 1936 Endowment for Cultural Enrichment.

Yvette Poiret an'd o:~iel Dupont of The The~tre De L'Alibi.

The plot centers around
an arranged marriage between a
couple that has never met. When
th~ ~ridegroom-to-be icomes for a
visit each of the two protagonists,

Silvia and Dorante, switch places
with their respective valets to get
to spy each other out. Both of them
find themselves falling in love with
someone they believe to be below

their station. All this this happens
in the (irst act; from there, the plot
begins to get really complicated.
.Thoughthjscomplicated
play is performed in French any

....
student with good high school
level French should enjoy it, according to Marsh.all. Although it
is scheduled for the s~irie night as
the 10,000 Maniacs, Marshall says
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Redd Kross, Live On Hallow een
By J.W. Morss

Arts Staff Reporter

-

Redd Kross is a nineties
confectioner of sixties chocolate
syrup grunge in the tradition of
the Seeds ("Pushin' Too Hard")
and the Strawberry Alarm Clock
("Incense And Peppermints").
Redd Kross revolves around a
nucleus of brothers, with Jeff and
Steve McDonald on guitar and
bass respectively. Steve was only
11 and Jeff 15 when they started
the. LA band, originally spelled
Red Cross, back in 1978. Their
teenage enthusiasm coupled with
the burgeoning punk scene a la
Black Flag resulted in a clock rock
outfit producing music which
simultaneously turned back the
hands of time and tore the hands
off the time piece in question.
Redd Kross' s blend of
punk and nostalgia is almost too
quirky to work. The band sounds
like the Partridge family would, if
fronted by a very Utopian Todd
Rundgren instead of the former
(and still?) fluffDavid Cassidy. Or
imagine, if your brain cells can
take it, the Monkees if Stephen
Stills had passed his audition.
Anyway, that is Redd Kross whose
latest release, and their first for the
major label Atlantic, is entitled
Third Eye.
Third Eye is an overall

softer, more mainstream effort
than its predecessor Neurotica
(1987), due in part to four female
background vocalists including
Susan Cowsill (remember "Hair"
by the Cowsills? No, of course
you don't-you were just an ugly,
bald headed baby at the time).
Touching harmonies adorn lost
girlfriend songs like the single
"Annie's Gone" and "Zira (Call
Out My Name)." On "Bubblegum
Factory," Jeff sings over a bouncy
beat "I want to see where love is
made" -don't we all, but we probably wouldn'tthinkoflookingthere
for it.
Third Eye does squint a
bit, though. "Love Is Not Love"
describes the fab feeling accordingly: "it can be so ugly... tie your
chains around me/ 'Cuz I am sick
of being free." The catchiest and
droopiest cut by far is "I Don't
Know How To Be Your Friend"
which chums along like the best
of Bread. "Elephant Flares" is a
thunderous rush which slows
enough to mention those "thangs'~
in thehairofthesinger's girlfriend.
The one-two punch of Jeff
McDonald's and Robert Hecker's
guitar is evident on "Shonen
Knife" which roars along to cries.
of "take me down to Abba Road."

Photo J.W. "lronhead" Morss

Redd Kross played a
hallo ween gig at Boston's Para.,.
dise which sold out thanks to a
$1.01 ticket price and a postponed
Pixies show across town at the :
Orpheum. Bright colors and good
vibes were everywhere, from the
jack o'lantems atop the speaker
cabinets to the cool cats in their
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dying or dead rock star costumes.
The show included far-out favorites like "Frosted Flake" and
"Ballad Of A Love Doll" along
with sterling covers like Boston's
"More Than A Feeling" and
"Deuce" by KISS. But the highlight or height of hilarity was the
audience participation encore

"Don't Worry Kyoko (It's Only
Mommy's Hand In The Snow)"
led by a female brat wearing
shades and a John Lennon I mag- ·
ine sweatshirt. The brat's vocals
were pure Yoko: cacopho.nous and
lethal as hell. Well, at least the
classic disco drivel of "Car Wash"
could be heard on the way out.

Come dy
Night
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Staff Reporter
SCOPE' s MUB Pub Comedy Night has proven once again that
there can be interesting things to do on the UNH campus. Wednesday
night's show gave UNH students the chance to see Boston comedians
without leaving campus.
The show, which lasted just over two hours, featured up and
coming comedians Brendan McMahon, Jim Dunn, and Tony V. _These
three performers gave the audience comedy with a distinctly New
England flavor.
The first comedian, Brendan McMahon, brought a tightly
wound routine to the Pub. He told his jokes well but failed to really
interact with the audience. While his subjects were varied and well
thought out his jokes couldn't pass through the barrier that seemed to
be between him and the audience. He did seem to enjoy himself on
stage but his nervousness was contagious as he put the audience on
edge.
Jim Dunn, the second performer of the night, pulled the audience back into the act. The Hampton Beach native was right at home in
the seacoast. His confident, relaxed demeanor and his pointed wit
made his act enjoyable. He seemed to be telling a big long story as
certain comedic threads wound their way through his act. He covered
topics as universal as Domino's guaranteed thirty minute delivery
(where you call in your pizza, then call in a bomb threat) to the New
England Patriots. He and his material were well related to the UNH
audience. If you missed him at the MUB pub he will be appearing on
The Comedy Channel fa the near future.
While the night's two opening acts were good, the headliner,
TonyV.stoletheshow. Hedidn'tsimplyacknowledgeth eaudiencehe
catered his show to them. His highly improvisational act mixed ad
libbing with written material into humorous, homogenous mixture.
The well paced routine kept the audience thinking as he constantly
changed his targets and ad justed his material. A veteran of Evening at
the Im prov, Tony V., said that he enjoys performing for a college crowd
because they are "smarter than a lot of club crowds." The next stop for
this Boston based comedian is Caroline's Comedy Hour.
Wednesday night's performance was the first in what promises to be series of comedy nights. By bringing good comics to an
accesible location at such a low price, SCOPE is providing one of the
best Wednesday entertainments going.

,..
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By Steven Moody

Arts Reporter
In the summer of 1982, a
groupofunsuspectingcollegekids
went out to an isolated cabin down
south. This is not a description of
the latest blood-bath slasher flick,
but of the birth of The Evil Dead,
the first film of director Sam Raimi,
which he and a group of University of Michigan students made
that summer. While I can't in
conscience recommend The Evil
Dead, it was on this film that Raimi
cut his creative teeth, teeth that
would eventually grow very big
and very sharp indeed. It is hard
to call it a good film, but it has a
spark of intelligence and an unusual look that compels the viewer
to take it seriously, even as its
cliche-ridden gore-fest aspects
induce them to dismiss it.
The storyline is simplicity itself, a sound bite of a plot. A
pair of couples on break from college (Michigan U, of course) arrive at a cabin in the woods. They
find a book and unleash demons,
which begin to possess them, with
the expected sanguinary result.
The kids, understandably, are
unsettled by these developments,
especially when they find that the
only way to kill a demon is to
dismember them! Out come the

Horror Directo r Sam Raimi:
Dead By Dawn And More
axes and so forth, wielded by the
even more unsettled remnants of
the group.
I won't relate the grim
conclusion, but suffice it to say
that few leave the cabin the next
day. After making a pit stop for
more money, Raimi would return
to the cabin to render his vision
properly. That pitstop was a film
he subsequently disowned, Crime
Wave, a nasty little black comedy
that he made on contract for a
studio. He later charged that he
was so interfered with that the
film was irreparably maimed and
disowned it. But he was a bit
presumptuous in this petulant
dismissal, for the picture, while
certainly flawed, is in places hysterical, and overall certainly deserves the attention of the sick
humor connoisseur.
As in all Raimi films, the
star is not the story per se, or the
performances, but the daring direction. In this film, the camera is
omnipresent, viewing the action
from twisted, unusual angles,
flying through the air, practically
assaulting the characters of the
story and the audience in its zeal
to interact. The techniques impart
an ever-increasing velocity to the
pace, which careens ahead recklessly.

We are presented with
the story of an ordinary schnook
who stumbles inadvertently into
the path of two homicidal maniacs who have come to his neighborhood to commit a contract killing. They arrive in their van, which
sports a huge stuff~d rat on the
roof with glowing red eyes and
the slogan "Exterminators-We
Kill All Sizes" displayed on the
side. The two killers are perfect,
laughing maniacally as they ply
their trade, abusing one another
like slapstick comedians. They
muff the job and end up having to
goonarampagetoeliminateallof
thewitnessestotheirever-increasing stock of crimes, much to their
amusement. The only thing in
their way is the pathetic schnook,
who tries to keep them from killing his new-found girlfriend, and
wholatermustkeepthestatefrom
executing him for all the murders.
One of the badges of a
Raimi film is the appearance of
actor Bruce Campbell, the only
performer to have been in each
movie. His acting style stands out
becauseofits broadnessand nearly
silent movie expansiveness. He is
almosthammy,yetinRaimi'sfilms
he fits perfectly. In sharp contrast
to his role as a charming cad in
Crime Wave, in the sequel to Evil
Dead, he portrays Ash, a ·man

mons come to torture him. Thus
begins round two, in which Raimi
settles down to the business of
really scaring the shit out of everyone in the place. Nothing
seems safe as the manifestations
of the demon presence multiply
and become more and more intimate and tortuous to the participants, particularly for Ash, whose
girlfriend's decapitated corpse
dances ballet for him (tossing her
head back and forth jovially) who
is himself possessed several times
and forced to kill a score of grotesque demons. · ·
Thetemptationtoreveal
and discuss the ·plot is great, but
I'll hold myself back, as such a
briefing would ·defuse some -of
the tension · spawned by the
"who's next?" phenomenon .. I
might only add that the fabric of
space and time is rent, the demons go berzerk, and Ash en<lures some of the most intense
and horrifying experiences it is
possible to conceive of someone
experiencing, all leavened by truly
dreadful jokes in the most irreverentvein. AsthisisaRaimiflick,it
is most certainly a vein open and
spurting. Check it out, the "goriest well-made movie ever ... ,"
according to USA Today. It's an
eyeful.

driven onto the mountains of
madness, who goes through possibly the worst night in history.
Evil Dead II, Dead by Dawn, is Sam
Raimi's junk masterpiece. Armed
with a more adequate budget, he
took the basic situation of the first
picture and turned the volume
way, way up.
First we have an abbreviated version of the first film (this
time there are only two, Ash and
his girlfriend), but here the horrors are truly transcendental, leaving the viewer shaken and disbelieving. Ash ends semi-insane and
full of horror and self-loathing
(only one way to kill them demans, chop, chop). In a tense,
unnerving atmosphere, with relentless regularity, we and Ash are
subjected to an incredible parade
of hideous incidents (laced liberally with a sardonic, mocking
humor that does nothing to alleviate the tension).
The daughter of the
archaelogist who discovered the
incantations arrives at the cabin
with the most recently excavated
scrolls from the site where the
previous artifacts had been unearthed. She has her boyfriend
and another couple with her (grist
for the mill). They are immediatelyattacked bythedeliriousAsh,
who assumes they are more de-

Aval on
By Mike Pamham
Arts Reporter
Without a doubt, the Tri
Star Picture Release, Avalon, will
go down on many critics' lists as
one of the top ten films of the
year. From the story line to the
directing to the set design and
cast, Avalon is a winner. The film
centers around the life of Sam
Krichinsky, beginning with his
arrival to the United States from
Poland in 1914. Soon after, Sam's
family follows, moving into a
Baltimore apartment complex
The audience
named Avalon.
is brought through the highs and
lowsofthefamily'snextfiftyyears
. It isn't about economic hardships, bigotry or crime; instead,
it's about the American dream,
pride, and the crumbling of old
family traditions, evolving into a
modern-day nuclear family.
There are, however, dark, underlying tones in certain situations.
The Krichinskys eventually move to the suburbs, an
indication that the family is indeed succeeding in the American
dream. Soonafter,comesthetelevision - which quickly establishes
itself as one of the family. ·It is by
far, the greatest villain in the film.
Soon, it gains control of everyday
life. The Krichinskys take on the
bad habits of modern day America. Dinners are dropped in mid
argument, only to run in and see
a spiffy Texaco ad. Eventually,
dinners themselves take place in

front of the TV. Although to some
viewers that might seem normal,
Levinson has provided himself
with the perfect foil: the same
family, in the pre-television era.
These contrasts help strengthen
the significances of the changes
that take place from 1914 to the
1960's.
Barry Levinson, the
writer and director of Avalon, has
taken ordinary everyday life and
turned it into something golden.
He brings us back in time, and
holds up a mirror to a family that
could be anyone's. I was fascinated with the Krichinsky family .
•
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Mat. Sat., Sun .• & Mon.

Mat. Sat .• Sun .• & Mon.

12:15, l: 45. 3 :15

12:20. 1:50,3:20

'Walt 'Disney's

'Wa{t 'Disney's

Jungle Book

(G)-85

Duck Tides

(G)-85

Mat. Sat. & Sun. 4: 50; Eves. 7: 10, 9: 25

Flatliners
Mat. Sat .. Sun .. & Mon. 12:30. 2:30

Gremlins II

<PG-13)- 110

Mat. Sat. & Sun .. 4: 45 Eves 7: 00. 9: 15;
Mat. Sat. & Sun. 5:00
Eves 6:45. 9:00

Pacific
Heights
(R)- 105

Postcards From
The Edge
(R) • 105

.
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Michael Fish
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Inverted
Blaise Masse

.7L{[ pfiotograplis

were takf,n by 'll:!{:J-{ students. If you wou{d [ikf, to submit an origina{ pfiotograpli
drop it off by Wec£nesday at 2:00pm in tlie 'l{§w !J{ampsliire office, room 151 in tlie Af'll'l3, in 1(j,m's
bol(. Pfoase inc{ude your name and a tit[e for tlie pliotograpli. %an~.
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FOR AD

Earn $500-$1,500/wk parttime stuffing envelopes in your
home. For free information, send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelopteto: P.O. Box 4645, Dept.
P103, Albuquerque NM, 87196
Free spring break vacation
in Cancun! College tours, the nations largest and most successful
spring break tour operators needs
enthusiastic campus representatives. Earn a free trip and cash.
Nothing to buy-we provide everything you need. Call Bob@ 1800-395-4896.
FAST FUNRAISING PROGRAM $1,000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1,000 for your campus
organization. Plus a change at
$5,000 more! This program works!
Noinvestmentneeded.Call 1-800932-0528. Ext. 50
Travel Sales Representative:
Wanted, outgoing, aggressive,
- self-motivated individuals or
groups to market Winter and
Spring Break trips on cam pus. For
more information call Student
, Travel Services at 1-800-648-4849.

FOR
SALE
Honda - '84 XRSOOR, Great
shape, many new parts, N.H.
Registered, Woods & enduro
ready, $850.00 Cash Talks-> B.S.
Walks. Rich 427-0640.
1962 Ford Falcon Sedan.
19,500 original miles. Mint
throughout. Reduced to $7,500
(negotiable). White/Red antique
beauty.Immaculate condition 8685122.
Nissan Sentra Wagon - '82 new tires, brakes. Needs work on
gasket head. Stereo cassette w /
speakers, runs well. $1,500 negotiable. 868-2427.
Avatar Fine Consignments,
Windy Knoll Village, 62
Portsmouth Ave, Stratham N.H.
Womens, childrens, prom Bridal,
handicrafts, misc. Hours Tuesday
- Saturday 9:30 - 5:00, Thursday
9:30- 7:00 603-778-7245.
for sale: exercise bike, treadmill, rollaway bed, used luggage,
dorm fridge, misc. Low prices must sell! Call 868-2514 anytime.

INFQ•862-1323;RM llOB,MUB
2.00 er 20 words
•

1987 -ALFA Romeo Milano
- 4 door, 164 horse power, power
windows, locks, sun-roof, seats;
very sporty & luxury. It's black;
53k miles, asking $8,500 - Contact
Gil (603)659-8059- 7 p.m. -10 p.m.
daily.
1986GMCsuburban "Sierra
1500",loaded.1986SubaruGLXT
Sport Coupe, A/ C, stereo cassette.
moving. Both Wholesale. 362-4746;
868-5122.
1980 Ford Pinto. Low mileage, dependable, new battery,
good body and interior, -stereo,
radial snow tires. $600 or b.o. 8689620.
1988 Chevy S-10 Tahoe w/
bedliner and excellent stereo. V6,
2.8 in top shape. Black and silver
w / sliding read window. Asking
$7,000 or b/o. ALSO brand new
neon mountain bike ridden twice
only $150. Call 749-3924.

llu■RVICES i
Professional word processing for all reports, theses, correspondence, etc., tape transcription,
laser printing. Experienced, reasonable,quick-return.Janet Boyle
659-3578.
SENIORS! Plan now to enter the job market. In the competetive business world, obtaining
good interviews is essential for
acquiring quality employment.
Strengthen your interview prospects with the help of Career Pro
Resume Writing Services for more
call
please
information,
Portsmouth, N.H. 436-9225.
Word processing services.
Professional & efficient. Next day
return. $1.75/page. Call Diane at
942-5881.
Experienced band looking
for work. Great party/ dance
music. Influences are everything
from Floyd - Zepplin - Rush. Call
Andy 659-7094.
Attention students: We will
screen print t-shirts, hats, sweats,
etc. for your fraternity, sorority,
sports team, club, activist groups,
or any school event. Quality printing at wicked low prices. We deliver, rush service available. Call
Screen Gems at (603)474-5353 call
now for quotes on any item.

HOUSING
NOVEMBER-MAY
RENT AL HAMPTON BEACH:
Three bedroom house fully furnished $450.00 /month plus utilities. 617-246-1431 after 6:00 p.m.
Large Room available in
quiet building in Durham for
Spring Semester. $1,500 includes
refrigerator and microwave. Call
Judy 868-2192 days.
One roommate wanted for
3 BR apt in Newmarket. Steph 6598528
For Rent: One bedroom
Dover $325.00, hot water included.
Leasethru6/1/90. Call868-2458,
no pets, bus, off st. parking.
HAMPTON BEACH: $100.
wk. & up for year round & Winter
rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms furnished
and unfurnished. Bird Real Estate
603-926-4395.
Two female roommates
wanted for 2 bedroom, 4 occupancy apartment in Durham.
Going away for semester in Spain.
If interested call Kim@ 868-3029.
Cozy 2 BR apartment in
country setting of Lee Oil+ wood
heat included you pay electric. 6595051.
Roommate needed to share
a 3 bedroom apartment for spring
semester.9MainSt. DurhamN.H.
Great Location. Only $245/mo +
utilities. Call Kelley 868-3829.
Roommate wanted. Nonsmoking female to share 2 bedroom apartment in Doveron Karivan Route. $215 /mo plus utilities.
.
742-4059.
Room for Rent in Newmarket. Huge room with two large
closets. Male or female $241/mo
heat and hot water included. Call
Andy 659-2095.
Spring Semester: Roommate
wanted to share luxury condo in
Durham! Five minute walk to
campus! $225 /mo. Call Chris 8681940.
Spring semester,apartment
on Madbury Road, Durham.
Female, non-smoker. Parking
available. $255/mo includes heat
and hot water. Call Kim 868-7253
evenings.

Jon Burns- Hi! From the

Share sunny 2 bdrm., 2 floor
private apt. Country setting in
Madbury, 3 miles to UNH. $250/
month plus 1/2 electric+ phone.
Heat included. Cat/smoker ok.
Warped sence of humor helpful.
student/professional
Grad
prefered. M/F share with 60's
activist/ professional. Call Michael
at 742-2386.

spaz.
A long, lost personal to
Chuck, Fag, Donster and Waynowhere have you guys been all my
life? (or at least all my semester!?)
Love, the mighty one, the one they
callElrod
Hi Jillbo, hi Jillbo, Hi Jilibo,
Hi Jillbo!!!

Need a sub-letter for own
room in Davis Court house for
2nd semester. Female preferred.
868-6458 - Kathy.

Scott and Beth- wass up?
To the short chick who eats
lunch in Hudd MWF at 1:15, 'you
are incredibly se·xy! I've seenyour
friend dance, she's hot, very.hot.

II PERSON~ I
Knob- your bed will be out
on the porch tonight- just thought
I'd let you know. "One up, two
down! One up, two down! One
up, tw ..... " -El (they BOTH love
me the most.)

SMITH HALL'S INTERNTIONAL FOOD LUNCHEON - FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
16TH 11:00 - 2:00 - LIVE STEEL
DRUM BAND - INTERNATIONAL CUISINE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

WAKEN' BAKE!! SPRING
BREAKINJAMAICA/CANCUN
FROM $429.00!! ORGANIZE
Dundee, too bad they didn't _GROUP TRAVEL FREE!! EARLY
put you on the radio! Thought BIRDSGETFREET-SHIRT! 1-800you might be psyched for some 426-7710
media exposure of a different
Marshmellow - My ·awemedium-ooh, what vocabulary!
Say hi to the rents and to Steve! - some BIG BRO! Havea happy20th
B-Day. Love, your little sis; Scuzzy.
me
Sue, finally the day has
come, we are on our way!!! Let's
have a really great weekend. Bill

Senior girl - How about that
date. Freshman guy. P.S. Its not
infatuation, but it could be lust!

Maria, Michele, Heather,
Kath, Boo and Panda: Without
you all, I'd be a lost little kitten in
the rain, a fish too big for his bowl,
a hermit crab starved for attention ... You guys are the best! Love
the other one

S.S.M.W. To the exceptionally beautiful blonde who will
never cease to excite me, comfort
and share with me, everything
with honesty and without exception: You "fill me up!" Strawberries for the weekend? S.S.M.M.

~
~

Countrf House Inn ~
Prices start at $i9.00 per night for two people
. ._
(includes breakfast)
or stay any 3 - 7 nights for. $100.00 plus taL

~
~~
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CoffeeHouse -Nov 16th -8
p.rn. In the totally awesome Scott
Hall. More Details next week!
Bridget - I'm sorry again!
Will you ever forgive me? By the
way- thanks again for the B+J. It
was awesome! Shauna
GET MUGGED AT UNH!
.25 COFFEE AT COFFEE OFFICE
THIS WED. - FRE. (WE SELL
MUGS TOO)
SkiJackson Hole, Wyoming
with the UNH Ski Club, Jan 14-21.
$725.DepositduebeforeNov.15th
Call 862-1013.

Fresh powder at Park City,
Utah. Sun in Bahamas and Barbados. Spring Break '91. UNH Ski
Club. Call us 862-1013.
Erik Peterson, you make me
smile! I can't wait for our date to
Boston, your a great person and
friend, I'm happy to know you.
Love, The curly blond babe that
thinks like you do.
!!! HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY,
MIKE!!! It's finally here. Live it
up! I love you. Love, Sue.

Hey you - Bored?? Come to
Gibbs Hall Coffee House 11/16/
90 at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments, open
Fresh powder at Park City, _ mike!!
Utah. Sun in Bahamas and Barba--------dos. Spring Break '91. UNH Ski
Hey Robby Nelson, Aubrey,
Club. Call us 862-1013.
Mike and Mike! Greetings from
your fan, Liz!!! How's everything Ski tunes - UNH Ski Club - on 108? "From Good Homes" is
Drop off Tues pick up Thurs Black playing Friday night at the Stone
Diamond Tuners. Good prices. Church, why don't you come and
Info call 862-1013.
boogie with me. You'll make me
soo very happy!! Bye for now,
ADOPfION-Happy,finan- Love, Liz.
cially secure woman eager to share
my undevided love with a child.
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY
Your wishes matter. Call Judie - CARRIE!! I'M GLAD WE ARE
collect 508-744-1282. Confidential, GOOD FRIENDS!
expenses paid as legal.
HI JACKIE SHARPLES
Adoption - Professional AND ERIC SULLIVAN. Love
couple, UNH graduates wish to Missy
adopt a healthy baby. Legal &
confidential, expenses paid. Call
KAPPA DELTAS- Get psyour attorney Gregg collect 603- ched for the formal! Here's to many
772-4500
more!
Gibbs Coffee House 11 /16 /
90Welcomesallmusicians-bands
- singers - open mike performers.
'Call 2-5078.

Melis - Thank you for always making me smile. You are
the best! Love, your Big Sis Andrea.

SkiJacksonHole, Wyoming
with the UNH Ski Club,Jan 14-21.
$725.Depositduebefor.eNov.15th
Call 862-1013.

Venita - Hang in there,
you' re the best little sis- Love your
big sister

Look for Order of Omega
applications at all Greek housesdeadline in November 26.

Jeff-What are we doing saturday morning.
-

KMF-no nudity for you this
weekend, you get the floor anyway. love your favorite, WSC

Kim- when are we going to
be rash-free and out of Durham.
oh how i wish ...

Barb- I wish I had taken the
chance when I had it. - it could
have been nice.

FuzzyYou are the sunshine of my
life. I'm sorry when I don't show
it. L~t's be a couple for a while.
Two is better than one.
D.

April you sure are a sweetie,
and your kid's not bad either.
Thanks for a fun da¥' and a really
cute birthday card.
Pookie-Bum: Get really
psyched to cook eggs Saturday
morning for 15 really hung-over
people. How. I'm too stressed to
write anything else. Snoogie. SLG.

Hey everyone get psyched!!
We're going to have a great year,!
love all of you just like my sisters
and brothers. Have a great semester but next semester is going to be
the most wicked awesome semester ever. Love ya, love ya.
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CALL tor your FRif copy !
Sample Student/Teacher Air fares
Rou~d Trips from BOSTON

LONDON

PARIS
ATHENS
BUDAPEST
TOKYO

CARACAS
LIMA

AUCKLAND
SYDNEY

§_tartin9.. at

J 410
480
590
590
759
350
430

11099
1 169

Taxes not included.Fares s~bject to
change.

lnt'I Student /Teacher ID & Eurail &
Britrail Passes issued ON THE
SPOT! Work & Study Abroad
pro~rams!

nal Travel

729 Boylston St
Boston

266-1926

1384 Mass.Ave
Cambridge

497-1497

Ken Longo

Personals?
For Sale?
Advertising?
Housing?

The Man
The Mission
The Legend

is now 20!!

Happy 21st
►
Birthday ...
Michael! <>

......

•••

111111

Love, Nikki

The Dynasty II
Chinese Restaurant

Business
Office!
Room 1108
MUB
862-1323
Any Bright
Ideas
Lately?
How about

writing for
The New
Hampshire?

You finally made it!

-Live it up. _

:'::Happy
0

er.:~

21st!

'Love,
Lara, Liz, & Suellen

NEW BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

$4. 95
$6.95

stop by rm.
151 in the MUB

Saturday 11 :30-2:30, Sunday Noon-2:30
Monday & Tuesday 5pm-8pm

•--:•-- •--1•--• --•--I• •
FREE DELIVERY
for orders to go!
(in the Durham area)
5:00pm. to restaurant closing time. Sunday through
Saturday for orders of $10.00 or more.

cu~all
868-1200

NEW HOURS:
Sunday: NOON-10:30pm,
Monday-Thursday: 11:30am-10:30pm
Friday & Saturday 11 :30am-11 :30pm

·--·--·--·--·---·--··

•'-J•
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Thursday, November t5
5, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Strafford rm., MUB

-- - - - -

$1 Students

-

..

.
.·

.
,

· .:.

-

.

.

.

.

.

e

$2 Non-students
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Football heroes from page 32 -_ __
jobs and relate to each.
"We'reaclosegroupof
guys," says junior tackle Mark
Powicki. ''We're all really good
friends."
"I know I see them
eating together, and eating a lot
is a big thing for those guys,"
said quarterback Matt Griffin.
This camaraderie they
possess is seen on the field as
well as off.
"When you're playing
and you have faith in the guy
next to you, it makes your job
easier," said Powicki. "You can
concentrateonyourjoboutthere
because you're part of c:1. bigger
machine."
Offensive guard Mark
Schneible, a sophomore,has said
that the closeness they share
helps them because they aren't
afraid to ask each other questions
and if someone makes a big
mistake, the others are there to
pick him up.
This year UNH is
blessed with a strong-, hardworking offensive line. The two

·
tackles, Mark Powicki (6-5, 265
lbs.) and Chris Porter (6-5, 260
lbs.), are the anchors of the line.
Guards Mark Schneible (6-4, 270
lbs.) and Bill Moore (6-3, 260 lbs.)
make up the interior of the line
with center Matt O'Neill (6-4, 235
lbs.) This group, supported by
backupsRobKinter(6-5,270lbs.)
and Darrell Carty (6-2, 260 lbs.)
has provided UNH running backs
with blocks to gain over a
thousand yards rushing in nine
games, and given Matt Griffin
protection to pass for nearly two
thousand.
''Each week these young
kids have gotten better and
better," said Estes. "Because of
the success of our backfield, these
guys are getting more confidence
each game."
Mostoftheseguyswere
cast as linemen in junior football
and high school because of their
size. Kinter has commented that
he was too big as a kid to play
junior football. Linemen learn to
appreciatethesilentroleasamere

shield for running backs to follow
behind. Linemen accept this role
andactuallyenjoyblocking.In the
past linemen were the quiet heroes,
but as of late they are being
recognized for their efforts.
"More and more, people
that understand the game realize
that the line is the foundation of
the offense," said Estes. "And if
theycan'tdothejobupfront,even
the greatest running back becomes
an average running back."
Linemen like to be the
solid guys who make room for the
backs, but they usually don't
expect glory.
''The offensive lineman
wants to do well without getting
the publicity," said junior Darrell
"D.C." Carty. "Our success shows
through Barry [Bourassa]."
Linemen enjoy the oneon-onecompetitioninvolved with
blocking. They like making hits.
"When you blow a guy
back, it's just like scoring a
touchdown," said sophomore
Matt O'Neill. ''It's pride."
"You get your own
enjoyment from making a good
block," said Powicki. "When
someone else scores a touchdown,
I feel like it was because of me, or
that I had something ·to do with
it."

Mark Schne:....,1e gets ready to return to action. (Blaise Masse photo)

The lineman knows
when he's made a good block; the
coaches and backs know it too.
''These guys don't look
for pats on the back," said Coach
Estes. ''They know what their job
is and they just go out and do it
each game."
Estes said that when
UNH coaches recruit linemen from
high school, they look for physical
sizeand potentmlforgrowth.Once
the prospective lineman arrives at
UNH, he spends hours in the
weight room following specially
arranged workouts to build
muscle mass and bulk. Keeping
up his size is a major consideration
of the offensive lineman.
"People think it's easy to
be an offensive lineman, but
you've really got to work at it,"

STRAFFORD PLACE

\ '/ ·

\~

Matt O'Neill and Mark Schneible hy to
recoup after a rough day on the field

said Schneible. "If you don't feel
like eating you [still] have to eat,
and even when you do eat, you've
got to eat a little more. You've got
to try to keep the weight up."
They lift weights and run
all year to keep in shape, and they
have to study their position.
"Another thing we look
for is a kid that's intelligent, that
can unde~_stand the game," said
Estes. ''The kid with the mentality
of a small soapdish is not going to
play football at a major college
program."
Contrary to what people
might think, these mammoths are
not just "dumb linemen." There is
a lot they have to know. They have
to understand the plays, where the
ball is going on a certain play,
different blocking schemes, and
how to ad just to the different looks
that a particular defense might
take.

(Blaise Masse photo)

''lt'slikeanotherclassfor
them," said Estes.
''Those guys have to
know a lot of stuff," quarterback
Griffin agreed. ''They've got to
make calls in an instant, blocking
scheme calls. It's tough stuff."
This rugged line can only
improve now. With every ga,mt.?
they are gaining experience and
confidence. The whole group will
be returning next year, along with
the rest of the offense. They've
done an excellent job this year,
and they should get even better.
"I think if they keep
improving this year and keep
gelling, they'll be an outstanding .
line next year," said coach Estes.
The offensive line may
have it a little tough, but they
enjoy it.
"We're the hogs," said
O'Neill. 'We take pride in what
wedo."

C,._..IN OUR LABORATORIES YOU'LL
'FIND GIRAFFES, DOLPHINS,

A _CORAL REEF, A RAINFOREST
Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with kitchenettes.
A few Apartments still available.
Call 868-2192 for information, Monday - Friday 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm
~

I

With SFS you can study critical environmental
issues worldwide including:
• Wildlife Management in Kenya
• Marine Ecology in the Caribbean
• Rainforest Dynamics in Australia
• Marine Mammals in Baja Mexico
• Ethnobotany in Ecuador

-

Financial
Aid

College
Credit

For more information on Semester & Summer field
research courses, come to:

SENATE RCX)M, MEMORIAL UNION,
TUES., NOV. 13, 4:00PM
or write: SFS, Box A, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915, (508) 927-7777

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824

THE &1100L FOR FIELD SrUDIES
THE

WORLD

IS

YOUR

CLASSROOM
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Wrestling team l~~if.i;fl O[li,li~iE
begins season
with high
expectations
By Steve Lankier
Sports Reporter
The UNH wrestling team
has never won a New England
Championship Title. This could
very well be the year for it.
"Every year my goal is to
win the New England's," head.
coachJim Urquhart stated. For the
first time in his 11 years of
coaching, his goal may be
achieved.
"We have great depth
this year," Urquhart replied when
asked what the strength of his
squad was. It's doubtful that any
wrestling coach in New England
would argue with this statement.
Last year, the team had 6
place winners in the New
England's: Pat Napoli, Wes
Decker, Jim Marcotte, Brian Cone,
Ken Perra, and William Santiago.
All six of these athletes are back
this year and all six have a shot at
bringing home the gold.
Depth is not defined by
only six good wrestlers. There are
several other grapplers on this
team who have the caliber to excel
in the New Englands. In the off
season, Urquhart picked up a
junior college transfer by the name
of Pat Catullo. Catullo, an
offspring of a "wrestling family'',
has already shown great talent by
placing second in the Central
Connectic'u t tournament last
week.
Add him
to the list
0
f
possible

N

e w

Urquhart. The conference consists
of the following: Boston
University, Boston College,
Wagner, Seton Hall, Manhattan
and UNH. Urquhart feels that "BU
and Seton Hall are the only two
teams in the conference that stand
in our way."
On an individual level,
Jim Marcotte has ~proved himself
as an excellent competitor. Last
year, he was a New England
Champion and was voted most
outstanding wrestler of the
tournament. Urquhart feels that
"Jim has the potential to be an AllAmerican." Whether or not he'll
achieve this feat is impossible to
say. To be All-American, you must
place in the top 8 of a weight class
of the nation's 34 best wrestlers.
Along with that, Urquhart added,
''You have to wrestle the best
you've ever wrestled for three
days, and also some luck is _
involved. It's definitely not a cake
walk."
The team is coming off a
disappointing season. Last year,
the squad had 7 wins and 9 losses,
their first losing season in 6 years.
Injuries were a major part of the
Wildcats' poor record.
There was a timed uring
the season last year, Urquhart
pointed out, "when we had 8
freshmen occupying the 10
starting positions, due to injuries."
They
paid for it,
too, losing a
lot
of
matches
that should
have been
e~sily won.
Urquhart
added this
fact to his
list of assets
though,
saying,
"The fact
that we lost
a lot of close
matches last
year only
makes us hungrier for revenge this
season."
Overall,
Urquhart
seemed very optimistic about his
squad. Over the next few weeks,
they will be traveling to some
tough tournaments, containing
many teams that have what
Urquhart calls "national caliber."
A term which, by the end of this
year, may very well be used to
describe the Wildcats.

"We have a shot
this
year
of
. .
the
w1nn1ng
conference, if we
can keep everyone
healthy."

England
t i t 1e
winners.
Ontopof
t h a t ,
there are
many
strong
returning
starters
such as
Todd
Burchard,
Al Draper, Ron Braunfeld, Jim
Emerson,and Pete Moleski. Throw
in a tough freshman class, and
you can't help feeling the
possibility of UNH's first New
England Championship title in the
air.
The goals of this team
are not limited to a New England
title though.
"We have a shot this year
of winning the conference, if we
can keep everyone healthy," said

Jim Urquhart
Wrestling coach
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L~R: T;ckles Rob Kinter ~;;debris Porter, guards Mark Schneible and Bill Moore, and center Matt O'Neill
all take a well-deserved breather during last week's game against Villanova.(photo by Blaise Masse)

The "Hogs" of UNH
The Wildcats' unsung heroes
By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter
Picture yourself as a 6-3,
265 pound lineman for UNH. Your
opponent has just punted and Nate
Bryan returns the ball to the thirty
yardline. You walk out of the
huddle and listen as Matt Griffin
calls the play. As you jog up to the
line of ~crimmage, you shove your
mouthguard into your mouth.
Griffin signals and you get down
into a three-point stance. You see
the sweat on your arm glistening
as you flex your bulging muscle.
Your eyes are wide and fixed on
the linebacker across from you.

You make a fist and blood flows
from your open knuckles. Drool
drips from the corner of your
mouth and runs down your soiled
face. The ball is snapped and you
explode forward at your target.
Three quick steps and you lower
your shoulder to collide with the
backer. You drive your fists into
his chest as you stand him up and
push him off balance. He groans
as you bury your fists deeper into
his ribcage. You keep your feet
moving and force him backward.
If you are an offensive
lineman for the UNH Wildcats,
then this scenario is reality every

time the ball is snapped. Offensive
linemen are the giants on the team.
They are the over-sized guys with
the taped-up hands and bloodstained pants. They are a group all
their own.
"Linemen like to hang
out with each other," says
offensive line coach Phil Estes.
''They have their own clique. These
guys all know each other, they eat
together, they lift together; most
ofthedaythey'rewitheachother."
The offensive line is a
tight group. They all know their
please see page 31 for more
photos and story

